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Abstract
Salinization is an increasing chloride concentration
in surface and groundwaters, whereby it affects landuse. In the Netherlands, deep polders are one of the
particular landscapes under the influence of salinization.
Water boards take measures to adapt to salinization.
However, each measure has significant drawbacks.
Current adaptation measures are One-size-fits-all and
don’t take landscape characteristics into account. This
thesis studies how a landscape approach to salinization
creates complementary measures that contribute to
developing viable deep polder landscapes. As such, I
used the landscape’s components such as soil, green,
water, and land-use to study a new approach concerning
salinization adaptation.
Regional height differences cause hydraulic gradients,
resulting in groundwater movement. The seepage flow
is the strongest in the deep polder landscape’s edge
and decreases towards the middle. There are two types
of mechanisms I could influence using a landscape
approach. Firstly, I could alter the (ground)water flows,
resulting in less seepage or captured seepage. Secondly,
I could change the land-use.
In three research through designing loops, I studied
salinization adaptation. The first design loop, the
measure study, was focussed on the relationship
between salinization adaptation measures and landscape
characteristics that determine their employability. The
second design loop, the strategy study, elaborated
on landscape characteristics and what overarching
adaptation strategy fits them. In the last design loop, the
opportunity study, I researched extra functionalities and
experiences when implementing salinization adaptation.
The study demonstrates how a landscape approach to
salinization employs adaptation measures that suppress,
control, or allow saline seepage. Local landscape
characteristics determine the employability of these
measures. As such, a landscape approach to salinization
offers place-specific, tailored measures contributing
to diverse deep polder landscapes. Well-designed
salinization adaptation strategies create opportunities to
improve ecological qualities, they reinvigorate agriculture
and contribute to the recreational potential of the deep
polder landscape.
Keywords: Salinization adaptation, deep polder landscape,
landscape characteristics, landscape approach.
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function
threatened
by salinization.
Farmers are harvesting crops in the Tweemanspolder.

1. Introduction
1.1 Salinization as a landscape challenge
While coastal deltas have always offered ideal
circumstances for humans to settle, saline water
threatens the liveability of the areas. The delta’s land
provides fertile soil for food production, the waterways
create opportunities for trading, and its rivers provide
enough freshwater as a source for agriculture, drinking
water, industries, and sustaining nature. However,
in temperate climates such as the Netherlands, salt
water is threatening this freshwater abundancy by
blending with fresh groundwater and surface water. The
saltwater enters the delta via open sea connections, but
predominantly through groundwater seepage, an upward
flow of groundwater (Oude Essink et al., 2010; de Louw
et al., 2010).
Increasing salt levels in ground- and surface water have
an enormous impact on the landscape. Drinking water
companies cannot easily use salt contaminated water.
Saline water damages freshwater ecosystems (Veraart et
al., 2013; Paulissen, 2008). Moreover, under influence of
salinzation surface water quality can become too bad for
recreational purposes (Offereins, 2014) The use of saline
water as drinking water for livestock or for irrigation
causes damage to animals and crops alike (Satijn &
Leenen, 2009; Markwick, 2007). Some scientists think
even further and state that, in the long term, fertile deltas
may turn into barren land when crops cannot withstand
the higher chloride concentrations (Oude Essink, 2012).
Climate change is expected to speed up salinization effects
(Arends, 2012., Aydin et al., 2019). Under the influence
of climate change, sea levels will rise, which causes
saline groundwater flows to accelerate. Additionally,
climate change is expected to produce warmer and drier
summers that will shrink fresh groundwater lenses
and allow for more saline seepage. (Satijn & Leenen,
North Sea

Inner dunes

2009). Furthermore, the Rhine river discharge is likely to
decrease in the summer months, with an increasing the
risk of saltwater intrusion via open sea connections and
opposing the possibility of supplementing freshwater
shortages and (Veraart & Gerven, 2012; de Boer &
Radersma, 2011).
Combatting salinization can be considered a socioecological challenge because it is the result of both
physical processes and user demands. This duality
is also apparent in the definition of salinization used
by water managers. They define salinization as ‘’the
process of water becoming too saline for optimal
land-use functions’’ (Satijn & Leenen, 2009, p. 11). The
“becoming too saline” illustrates the physical process of
salinization, and “optimal land-use” signifies the user
component.
The amount of salt in surface and groundwater is an
essential factor when organizing landscapes (Kuiper et
al., 2005). The physical process of salinization can differ
per region, due to different geomorphology and hydrology.
On the other hand the impact of saline water on landuse functions also varies, depending on the agricultural,
urban, or ecological developments in the landscape.
Those landscapes that experience salinization require
adaptation of either the physical process of salinization
or the land-use, in order to maintain or develop the
functions these landscapes provide.
1.2 Adapting deep polders to salinization
In the Netherlands deep polders are landscapes in which
adaptation to salinization is proving increasingly difficult.
Deep polders are reclaimed lakes that are located up to
6 meters below mean sea level (Bobbink, 2016). Deep
polder landscapes consists of one, or multiple deep
polders, dikes, and a network of surface waters for
Deep polder landscape

Peat landscape

0 m. NAP

Figure 1: Principle section of salinization in the deep polders. The landscape’s lowest areas attract saline groundwater.
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Figure 2: Seepage unstabilizes arable lands resulting in damaged fields and lower crop yields. Adapted from: Salt Farm Foundation (2019)

watermanagement and programming with agriculture,
urban areas, recreation, and nature. Due to their depth
deep polders mobilize deep saline seepage by attracting
it to the polder’s surface (see figure 1). Locally, these
height differences cause direct seepage connections
from the first aquifer to the polder surface water and to
a lesser extent the polder surface (see figure 2). Deep
polders are located in Holocene Netherlands (see figure
3). Typical examples of deep polders that attract saline
seepage are the Haarlemmermeer, Polder GrootMijdrecht, and the polders around Zoetermeer.
The increasing amount of saline seepage is becoming
problematic and stressing the functionality of deep
polders, as the land-use is maladapted to the increasingly
saline water. In the summer of 2018, surface water and
groundwater in the western regions of the Netherlands
became too saline due to the combination of low river
discharges and precipitation deficits (Rijksoverheid,
2018). The freshwater inlet points near Rotterdam and
Gouda become too saline, preventing water managers
from letting in freshwater into their boezem systems
(Hoogvliet et al., 2008). Local land-users are forced
to adapt under the influence of these conditions. In
2013 farmers from Boskoop have supplied freshwater
with tank trucks to keep up with their high freshwater
demands (Stuyt et al., 2011), and farmers tried to stop
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high flux seepage flows by blocking the flow path with
tree trunks (stated by de Louw, NRC, 2008). The wrong
approach to deal with salinization results in adaptation
measures being ineffective, damaging for the landscape.
Currently, water boards decide on what adaptation
measures to take, but each measure has significant
drawbacks. Water boards have the responsibility
to secure enough freshwater of sufficient quality
at all times (Hoogheemraadschap Rijnland, 2016;
Hoogheemraadschap van Schieland en Krimpenerwaard,
2016). As such, water boards function as a facilitating
institution that is obliged to take measures against
salinization. This re-active type of water management
translates to a commonly used phrase ‘‘water
(management) follows land-use function’’.
Flushing is one adaptation measure that water managers
take to lower the chloride levels in surface waters (Aydin
et al., 2018). Via boezem waters (regional system of
canals) freshwater from the Rhine and Meuse rivers is
let into the polders at one side, and saline contaminated
water is discharged into the boezem on the opposite side.
Water board Rijnland disposes, via flushing, 180.000 tons
of salt annually from its surface waters to the boezem
system. To illustrate, that is the same amount of the
capacity of 6.000 trucks every year (Andriessen, 2017).

Salinization adaptation that contributes to viable deep polder landscapes

Figure 3: Deep polders in the Netherlands.

Figure 4: Historic map shows the rational organization of the
Zuidplaspolder. Adapted from: Topotijdreis (2020)

Moreover, when discharging saline affected water into
the boezem system, larger areas are affected by the
salt, threatening freshwater demanding industries
and nature areas in the complete boezem system.
Although experts consider this an effective measure, it
consumes up to 15% of the river’s freshwater demand
(Klijn et al., 2012). On top of that, freshwater availability
cannot be guaranteed throughout the year as the Dutch
‘‘Verdringingsreeks’’ assigns priority to drinking water
or water level maintenance during periods of freshwater
shortage (Arnold et al., 2011).
Another measure to reduce salinization is to increase
surface water levels (de Louw et al., (2007). This measure
should decrease seepage flows to surface waters by
balancing the groundwater pressure in the first aquifer.
Water board Rijnland has proposed this measure causing
a lot of resistance from the agricultural sector because
farmers think this measure is limited sufficient, and
they expect a loss of crops (Omroepwest, 2007). Also,
the increase of surface water levels in one polder will
only redirect the seepage flow to neighboring polders,
resulting in a relocation of the problem.
Current approaches to deal with salinization has their
limitations concerning to the ability to produce viable
deep polder landscapes that can adapt to and handle

the threat of salinization. The first reason for this is
that current adaptation measures are restricted to the
responsibility and administrative territory of the water
boards. Secondly, the effectivity of flushing as the
primary adaptation measure is questionable, because
it is an adaptation measure that tries to desalt surface
waters that are influenced by a constant flow of brackish
seepage. Thirdly, salinization adaptation is a highly
technical issue, that is generally dealt with by geohydrologists and engineers. Lastly, current adaptation
measures are ‘‘One size fits all’’, meaning they do not
account for variations in the local landscape.
1.3 A landscape approach to salinization adaptation for
viable deep polders.
These adaptations, that are bounded to administrative
boundaries and are universalistic and technocratic in
character, hurt rather than strenghten deep polder
landscapes. Instead, adaptations that build on and
improve the qualities and strenghts of deep polder
landscapes are needed.
Adapting deep polders to salinization can not only produce
saline-proof landscapes, but can also be used as an
opportunity to create viable polders that are sustainable
and future-proof. The historic map (figure 4) illustrates

Salinization adaptation that contributes to viable deep polder landscapes
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Figure 5: In the Klaarkampermeer saline seepage in a deep polder developed brackish nature. Adapted from: Nieuwsbladnof (2018).

that deep polders are traditionally functional landscapes,
in which parcellation and water management were
optimized for agriculture (Haartsen & van Beusekom,
2009). Salinization adaptation can help preserve part
of this legacy, by creating conditions in deep polders
that continue to support new and traditional forms of
productive agriculture. Moreover, salinization adaptation
can add to other functions of deep polders that improve
their viability. At first, reduced saline seepage may
enhance water quality that is beneficial for agriculture
and freshwater ecosystems. Second, allowing seepage
might offer new ecological opportunities as developed in

Landscape approach to
salinization adaptation

the Klaarkampermeer (figure 5) (van Dijk et al., 2019).
Furthermore, the intentional extraction of saline seepage
may offer new industrial opportunities (Stofberg et al.,
2018). And last, adapting surface- and groundwater levels
in deep polders may help make the water management
in these landscapes more sustainable, requiring less
external freshwater input (de Louw et al., 2004).
In this study I pose the question of whether a landscape
approach to salinization can overcome the limitations
of current approaches, resulting in deep polders that
are better adapted to salinization. There’re reasons to
believe this is the case because a landscape approach is
multi-disciplinary, and it works across scales, meaning
they can integrate the local with the regional and extend
beyond waterboard jurisdictions. The interdisciplinary
nature of a landscape approach (Freeman et al., 2015) can
help integrate technical geo-hydrological theory, water
systems theory, and landscape theory with salinization’s
social and ecological aspects. This research focuses on
the physical-spatial interventions concerning water, soil,
green (nature, trees, etc.), and land-use.

Figure 6: Schematic illustration of the interdisciplinarity of a
landscape approach to salinization adaptation.
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1.4 Research objective & questions
The objective of this design-orientated study is to study
salinization adaptation that contributes to viable deep
polder landscapes. It aims to research, and to demonstate
a new perspective concerning salinization adaptation in
deep polder landscapes. Therefore it is not the aim to
create nicely detailed designs specifically for one study
area. Instead, this study focuses on identifying spatial
characteristics relevant for salinization adaptation, how
these spatial characteristics determine the employability
salinization adaptation measures, what landscape
characteristics determine the choice of adaptation
strategies, and how adaptation can enhance integrative
landscape designs for the deep polder landscapes.
The results can inform land-use planners, landscape
architects, water boards, and provinces when developing
viable deep polders via salinization adaptation.
Main research question
To meet the study objectives, the main research question
to answer is:
•

How can a landscape approach support Dutch
deep polders to adapt to salinization and thereby
increasing their viability?

To be able to answer this research question, four
issues need addressing, resulting in four sub-research
questions.
Sub-research question 1
A thorough salinization analysis provides the mechanisms
relevant for interventions using a landscape approach. A
landscape approach to salinization requires knowledge
about regional (ground)water systems, land-use
concerning salinization, and regional landscape design to
develop salinization adaptation measures and strategies
to mitigate adverse effects. The studied salinization
mechanisms require translation and operationalization
through design to facilitate viable landscape change
when adapting deep polders to salinization.
•

Sub-research question 3
The third question focusses on combining these different
adaptation measures into salinization adaptation
strategies for deep polders. Adaptation strategies act
on a higher organizational level, compared to adaptation
measures, because strategies define the course of (future)
adaptation. As such, overarching adaptation strategies
can combine measures into one comprehensive plan of
action.
•

How can salinization adaptation strategies contribute
to viable deep polder landscapes?

Sub-research question 4
Salinization adaptation strategies can also add new
functionalities, experiences, or other benefits to deep
polders. This research question studies how adapatation
strategies can enhance the viability of deep polder
landscapes.
•

What opportunities for viable polder landscapes do
salinization strategies produce?

The next chapter first elaborates in greater detail on the
methods used to answer each research question. Next
chapters elaborate on the four aspects mentioned above:
chapter 3, operational salinization knowledge, chapter 4
adaptation measures, chapter 5, adaptation strategies
contributing to viable landschapes, and chapter 6, spatial
opportunities developed by salinization adaptation. Last
chapter combines these aspects to answer the main
research question and discusses how the results add to
current salinization adaptation approaches.

What are the mechanisms of salinization in Dutch
deep polders that are open for intervention through
a landscape approach?

Sub-research question 2
The question arises which salinization adaptation
measures
and
landscape
characterstics
are
complimentary and when are these adaptation measures
employable? An adaptation measure will only function
when it is balanced with local landscape variations. As
such, there are landscape characteristics that determine
whether an adaptation strategy can be applied to polder
A, but not to polder B.
• What adaptation measures can deal with
salinization in the deep polders and what landscape
characteristics determine their employability?

Salinization adaptation that contributes to viable deep polder landscapes
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2. Research methodology
2.1 Research strategy
In this research I used a mixed-method approach to
study a landscape approach to salinization adaptation.
As primairy research method I used Research Through
Designing (RTD) (see A, figure 7). The developers of this
method (Lenzholzer et al. 2013; van den Brink et al.,
2016) see designing as an activity that produces new,
scientific knowledge. They claim that the type of RTD
is based on the researchers’ worldview, the research
questions, and the answers he/she would like to find. As
such, RTD has a central role in the research process and
additional methods support, and ‘‘feed’’ the RTD process.
All methods used in this research did, at some points,
overlap to triangulate and cross-check conclusions.
I started with a literature study to gather knowledge
about salinization (see B, figure 7). With this knowledge,
I could chose a relevant case study to select a suitable
area for answering the research question. To understand
how salinization manifests itself in the study area, I
conducted regional landscape analyses (see C, figure
7). Expert interviews were performed at several points
during my research to gain new insights, answer
questions that could not be answered from literature
alone, verify assumptions, and check conclusions (see
D, figure 7). In addition, I consulted experts to examine
design propositions, because I could not test designs by
using computer models. In multiple RTD-loops I designed

and evaluated landscape designs to find answers to my
research questions. This research includes three design
loops. The first (regional) design loop was focussed on
designing adaptation measures and evaluating them
to study landscape characteristics determining their
employability. The second design loop was focussed on
designing integral adaptation strategies that contribute
to the landscape’s viability. The last design loop was an
opportunity study to research other benefits, with regard
to functionalities and experiences, when implementing
salinization adaption in the deep polder. For the design
loop 2 and 3 I conducted local landscape analysis to gain
local, polder specific insights about the deep polder
landscape (see E & F, figure 7). During the design and
evaluation process, I switched from a researcher role to
a designer role and back, to be objective, reflective, and
creative at the same time.
2.2 Research methods
Literature study
To develop an operational understanding of salinization
I used literature study. At first, literature offered
knowledge about salinization mechanisms and where it
occurs. Later, it offered input for the landscape analysis
and the research through designing.
The literature study started with data collection via

Figure 7: Schematic illustration of the research strategy.
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databases from the Wageningen University Library,
Google Scholar, and Scopus. Complementary to these
databases, I used Google to explore grey literature, such
as papers and websites from STOWA (Institute for water
management), and Deltares.
For research question 1 I used the following search terms,
including their Dutch translation: salinization; salinization
deep polders; salinization in the Netherlands; effects of
salinization; salinization and agriculture; salinization and
nature salinization tolerance. Search terms of research
question 2 were focussed on adaptation: development
of salinization; salinization adaptation; salinization
measures; saline seepage control; seepage reduction
techniques. Table 1 provides an overview of the search
terms in relation to the used data sources.
To make the search results applicable to the Netherlands,
I selected literature discussing research conducted
in delta-landscapes in temperate zones. This search
resulted in a selection of literature on saline seepage’s
physical processes in deep polders.
For the first research question literature gave insight
into how saline seepage in deep polders develops over
time, how it operates, and how it affects the landscape.
In the second research question literature study helped
to gather insight into the adaptation process, potential
adaptation measures, and how landscapes can adapt
to salinization. I also used literature to study the
development of salinization in relation to the development
of deep polders. This allowed me to understand what
polder’s characteristics influence salinization.
In more detail, I studied the following topics of which
some needed further elaboration via landscape analysis:
• The process of saline seepage and mechanisms that
influence this process, such as soil type, terrain,
surface water, and groundwater.
• The physical effects of salinization on land-use
functions; it is about landscape sensitivity to chloride
in surface and groundwaters, rather than perceptions
from those landscape users.
Literature was collected and analyzed until I gathered
enough knowledge and insights to continue with my other
research methods. As result of the literature study, I was
able to identify which questions I need to ask the experts,
which topics needed further elaboration via landscape
analysis, and adaptation measures I could explore in my
first RTD study. Of course, when it became apparent,
during the other research methods, that additional
information was needed supplementary literature was
studied.
Case study
Literature helped me to identify a relevant case study
area to answer the research questions. A case study
was used to make salinization location specific, and to
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Figure 8: Dutch deep polders, case study area indicated in orange.
Table 1: Overview data collection literature study.

use as test bed for design experiments during the RTD.
Literature showed that various polders are experiencing
salinization in the Randstad region, such as the
Haarlemmermeer, Groot-Mijdrecht, and the polders
around Zoetermeer. I studied their characteristics and
concluded that the latter offers multiple characteristics
that make it a suitable case for answering the research
question. Figure 8 shows the location of the case study
area.
At first, from the perspective of landscape architecture,
the deep polder landscape Zoetermeer is an interesting
case because of its land-use variety. These different
types of land-use are affected differently by salinization.
Another interesting characteristic is that the study
area consists of 32 interconnected deep polders. The
presence of multiple polders allowed me to study how
different polder characteristics influence salinization
adaptation measure’s employability. Moreover, the fact

Salinization adaptation that contributes to viable deep polder landscapes

that these polders are located in the Randstad makes it
a much-wanted location of urban expansion of the cities
Rotterdam and Zoetermeer. The sometimes competitive
spatial interests pose an interesting study area.
Furthermore, in this area, capital intensive agriculture
is present; the horticulture of Boskoop and greenhouse
region of Oostland. Both demand large amounts of
freshwater because their production activities are highly
sensitive to higher chloride levels. Also, in this area,
salinization will be one of the most severe in the future
and hard to deal with (de Boer & Radersma, 2011).
Moreover, the local water boards Hoogheemraadschap
van Rijnland and Hoogheemraadschap van Schieland
en de Krimpenerwaard have assigned salinization as a
challenge for the region (Stuyt et al., 2011). Finally, a lot
of scientific research on salinization has been done in this
area. This research provides me accurate information
that can support designing adaptation measures and
strategies.

I informed them. This allowed the experts to provide
indepth input for the research in relation to the case
study area. Table 2 provides an overview of the experts
interviewed and the discussed topics.

Expert interviews
I conducted semi-structured interviews among
salinization experts and water boards. To conduct these
interviews, I used the rules defined in The Wageningen
Code of Conduct for Scientific Practice (Eijsackers et al.,
2008). I recorded the interviews, so I was able to analyze
and summarize them afterwards. The summaries of
these expert interviews can be found in appendix (A).

Expert’s input was also used to examine the design
propositions I made for the salinization adaptation
strategies study because I couldn’t test designs using
computer models. Therefore the two experts from
Deltares were consulted to get feedback from their
perspectives on salinization adaptation strategies and
to ask them to evaluate the employability of my designs
by identifying possible side-effects (both positive and
negative).

Experts interviewed are two geo-hydrologists from
Deltares, one policy officer from Hoogheemraadschap van
Rijnland, and one policy officer from Hoogheemraadschap
van Schieland en de Krimpenerwaard. They all have
expertise related to salinization due to their daily work,
and to some extent, they are familiar with the study area.
When the experts didn’t know the study area that well,
Table 2: Overview data collection expert interviews.

The primary purpose of these interviews was to fill in
the gaps in literature and verify whether the developed
understanding and assumptions based on the literature
study were correct. To identify the relevant aspects of
salinization in deep polders, I asked them open-questions
about what they considered the most significant
challenges to salinization, their expert understanding of
current adaptation measures, insights about the impact
of salinization on land-use types, and their judgment
about what determines adaptation strategie’s effectivity.
I consciously chose to ask these experts open questions
so that the interview would not be directed too much in
a particular direction, and to make sure there would be
enough room for discussion left during the interviews.

Landscape analysis
Since many scientific theories were not location-specific,
I had to transfer them to actual locations in the deep
polders. Therefore I conducted landscape analysis that
included map analysis, and field trips complemented
with literature. Landscape analysis was executed both
Table 3: Overview data collection landscape analysis.
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regionally, and locally so it would fit the objectives of the
three different RTD-loops. Table 3 provides an overview
of the data sources applied for the landscape analysis.
The regional landscape analysis had two objectives:
firstly, to understand how salinization manifested itself
in the region and, secondly, to analyze the landscape
characterstics in the region, such as landscape patterns,
soil types, land-uses and water management. During
the regional landscape analysis, I studied the spatial
occurrence of saline seepage in the deep polders. There
are no precise maps with the spatial occurrence of saline
seepage, which was crucial for this research. To obtain
knowledge about the occurrence of saltwater exfiltration,
I interpreted soil data from GeoTOP model developed by
geological scientists of TNO (Stafleu & Dubelaar, 2016).
It is a subsurface model that schematizes the shallow
subsurface’s soil composition up to 50 meters below
NAP. GeoTOP has been constructed using data about
available boreholes and can be reached via DinoLoket.
With this data, I constructed 6 cross-sections in a
regular sequence through the deep polder landscape.
By examining their soil composition, I have estimated
the most sensitive locations for saline seepage. The
estimation I made, were verified by scientists of Deltares.
The regional landscape structure was based on the
occupational development of the landscape, and on
contemporary landscape data. I studied the landscape
structure and land-use using the topographical map
1:10.000 and the regional water system using firsthand water management data from the water boards
(in Dutch, de Legger) and Geohydrological data via www.
grondwatertools.nl. I gathered data from the public
Geografisch Informatie Systeem (GIS) wwww.pdok.nl to
study landscape characteristics and patterns by using
soil-, occupation-, and nature maps. The landscape
development and, therefore, the development of saline
seepage was studied by using paleographical maps
retrieved from the Atlas van Nederland in het Holoceen,
and geomorphological maps.
The local landscape analysis was focussed on a more
local level on the polder’s landscape characteristics
and the differences between them. The local landscape
analysis served two objectives: firstly, I needed local
landscape analysis to obtain relevant spatial knowledge
as input for the RTD-strategy study, secondly to study
spatial differences between deep polders and how these
differences influence the applicability of measures.
An inventory was made of each of the 32 deep polders
regarding its water structure, soil structure, types of
salinization, and land-use. The information needed
for this inventory was retrieved from the water boards,
the soil maps developed by Alterra, the land-use
map retrieved from the public database www.pdok.nl,
historical data was retrieved from www.topotijdreis.nl,
and individual deep polder data, retrieved from Polders!
Gedicht Nederland (Geuze, 2005).
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For the collection and analysis of landscape analysis
data, I used Qgis. This software includes the possibility
of assigning coordinates to spatial data and placing them
on top of each other. The output allowed me to combine
landscape maps and to make a precise spatial analysis
of the relation between soil patterns, land-use functions,
saline seepage, and geomorphological shapes. The
results of the spatial analysis, combined with the
obtained knowledge of salinization processes, enabled
me to identify the landscape characteristics relevant for
designing and evaluating adaptation measures.
Research through designing
In this research, I used RTD as the method to explore
potential salinization adaptation measures, strategies,
and opportunities for Dutch deep polders. Therefore, the
RTD process divides this research in three design loops.
Each qualititave RTD-loop, resulted in designs, and an
evaluation. I evaluated the designs using the criteria I preformulated as result of the literature study and expert
interviews. The outcomes of each study contributed to
the subsequent design-study.
The first design loop consists the salinization adaptation
measures study. This study was done on the complete
deep polder landscape around Zoetermeer because it
allowed me to include differences between deep polders
and their interaction. In this study, I developed a set of
11 adaptation measures for salinization in deep polders.
Through RTD, I projected these measures on the case
study landscape to study how landscape structural
differences determines their implementation. This study’s
design loop included model designing, model evaluation
and model refining. This allowed me to check whether
the complete range (the extremes) of the salinization
adaptation spectrum was investigated, which resulted
in two additional designs. In total, I have developed
eleven conceptual designs for salinization adaptation
measures. The designs I evaluated using criteria that
define the viability of a deep polder: functionality, future
proofness, fitness in the current water system, and
equity. The evaluation allowed me to qualify and assign a
set of spatial characteristics that determine each of the
measure’s employability. For the complete evaluation,
see appendix (B).
In the second design loop I was able to divide the eleven
salinization adaptation measures into three strategies
based on how these measures influence saline seepage:
suppressing, controlling, and allowing seepage. Via
RTD, I studied these strategies and projected them on
a transect of the case study landscape. I determined
a transect of the deep polder landscape to study the
horizontal and vertical relationships inside polders and
between different polders that feature different types of
salinization. The transect was carefully chosen, between
Zoetermeer and Moordrecht to take a representative
part that includes as much landscape variations as
possible such as saline seepage zones, clay and peat
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soils, greenhouses, residential-, recreational-, nature-,
and agricultural areas. For each strategy, I combined
adaptation measures to study the best combination
possible. By means of design experiments, I learned
how each strategy contributes to polder viability, what
landscape characteristics are the most relevant when
implementing adaptation strategies, and the spatial
consequences for the landscape. I evaluated each
design concerning polder viability: functionality, future
proofness, fitness in the current water system, and equity.
In short, I studied the relationship between an adaptation
strategy and landscape characteristics to examine what
the best strategy is to enhance viability for these types of
deep polders.
In the last design loop I used RTD to study the
opportunties related to salinization adaptation. I studied
how a combination of salinization adaptation strategies
could support the polder’s viability and how salinization
adaptation contributes to other spatial challenges.
During this study, I implemented salinization adaptation
strategies according to the deep polder’s ordering
principles. I used the design process to study the spatial
dimensions of different salinization strategies, their
integration into the landscape, and linking opportunities
for nature, recreation, and agriculture. I established

the design using scaled sections to explore spatial
dimensions.
I illustrated the designs in a way that corresponded to
their accuracy. The salinization adaptation measures
and strategies were illustrated in a conceptual way. The
design made to study the opportunities of salinization
adaptation (RQ4) was illustrate using life-like renderings
in Photoshop.
2.3 Research methodology
Figure 9 schematically visualizes the research process,
with the different research questions and methods used
to answer those questions.. Research Through Designing
is the primary method which was dependend on other
methods, such as literature study, expert interviews,
and landscape analysis. The results from each research
question was necessary input in order to answer the next
research question. The figure shows a feedback loop for
each RTD phase to signify the iterative nature of the RTD
process.

Figure 9: Research flowchart.
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3. Salinization mechanisms
This chapter elaborates on the mechanisms that influence
salinization. To understand the process of salinization
in the deep polder landscape, I first describe how this
landscape has transformed over the past centuries. This
provides the knowledge foundation needed to understand
soil compositions and regional groundwater flows that
determine salinization types in the next section. In the
last sections, I elaborate on how salinization influences
water quality and, consequently, land-use types.
3.1 Landscape development
The deep polder landscape around Zoetermeer results
from 11000 years of development, whereby each
development influences salinization (Haartsen & van
Beusekom, 2009). First, the landscape transformed
geomorphologically. From around 1000 humans settled,
and shaped the landscape (see figure 10). Deep polders
are considered ‘’man-made’’ landscapes because they
are developed in a sequence of human action (H+N+S
Landschapsarchitecten & DONAstedenbouw, 2014).
Nine distinct landscape transformations have created
the current salinization in Dutch deep polders.
Geomorphological development
9000 B.C.
(Pleistocene era) sandy landscape
development of the first aquifer.
5500 B.C.
(Holocene era) sea level rise, salt water
entering the first aquifer, development
of the Holocene confining layer.
3850 B.C.
(Holocene era), development of a peat
layer: The ‘’Holocene confining layer’’.
Sea creeks deposited sand between the
peat resulting in paleochannel belts.
Human settlement
1000:
Human settling the peat bog’s edges.
1500:
Peat bog cultivated completely, start
excavating peat for fuel and therefore
degrading the Holocene confining layer.
1650:
First reclamation of the lakes, the
development of the deep polders and
first boils are starting to develop.
1800:
Smallest lakes have drained, and
cultivated for agriculture more boils
have developed.
1900:
All lakes in the region have been
drained, agriculture is flourishing, the
water drainage has resulted in the
development of boils.
1950
After World War II population increase
required food, demanding agriculture
to scale-up and to intensify. This
increased the regions demand for
freshwater. Salinization is a fact.

Figure 10: Time-line of salinization development in deep polders.
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High, 25.56 meter NAP

High pressure - infiltration area
Low pressure - exfiltration area

Low, -6.76 meter NAP

Groundwater extraction point

Figure 11: High map of the deep polder landscape. Adapted from:

Figure 12: Regional hydraulic gradient. Adapted from:

www.ahn.nl

www.grondwatertools.nl

There are two hydrological processes of salinization that
affect the surface- and groundwaters of deep polders,
internal- and external salinization. Internal salinization
enters the polder via seepage, whereas external
salinization results from saltwater intrusion via open
sea connections and rivers (Satijn & Leenen, 2009). This
section elaborates on the processes underlying internal
and external salinization in deep polders.

Exfiltration of groundwater happens in low-lying polders
where large hydraulic heads result in the upward flow
of groundwater (Delsman, 2015), resulting in seepage
that enters the landscape and consequently lowers the
hydraulic head. Low pressure indicates seepage areas,
showed in large parts of the deep polder landscape
(figure 12). To illustrate this: the average hydraulic head
in the Noordplas polder exceeds the surface water with
1,5 meter (de Louw et al., 2004). Due to intense drainage
there’s a constant seepage flow towards the deep polders
and the balanced hydraulic head will never be reached.

3.2 Internal salinization
Two key aspects generally influence internal salinization
in deep polders: hydraulic gradient and soil composition.
These two aspects interact and determine the type and
the amount of seepage that is exfiltrating at the polder’s
surface.
Hydraulic gradients
Hydraulic gradients are the result of regional differences in
groundwater pressure, which creates areas of infiltration
and groundwater exfiltration (seepage). Groundwater
flows from high-pressure areas to low-pressure areas.
Pressure in the groundwater is expressed in hydraulic
heads, measured in NAP. It represents the height of
the water without the resistance of upper soil layers in
relation to NAP. The pressure builds as large amounts of
groundwater infiltrate in high areas like coastal dunes,
peat landscapes, and the North Sea (see figure 11). In
these areas only small volumes of water can exfiltrate
due to the height, impermeable soil layers or freshwater
lenses.
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The location in the polder influences the hydraulic head
difference and, therefore, the amount of seepage. Along
the edges of polders or, if multiple polders are clustered
together, along the edges of the polder landscape, the
hydraulic head difference is largest (see figure 14). Here
the hydraulic head is high, resulting in a large amount
of seepage inflow, whereas, in the center, differences
are less, resulting in less seepage. In general reclaimed
polders, especially deep polders, experience a significant
seepage inflow, approximately in the same order as the
precipitation surplus (Delsman, 2015).
Soil composition
For saline seepage, soil layers up to 20 meters below
NAP are the most relevant (Stofberg et al., 2018). This
depth includes the first aquifer, and a diversity of clay and
peat soils developed during the Holocene era. Figure 13
represents a section of the Noordplas polder based on
the data obtained using the GeoTOP model.
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Peat

Mariene sand (paleochannel belts)

River clay

Basal peat

Mariene clay

Sandy aquifer

Figure 13: Geological section of the soil’s first 20 meter based on the GeoTOP model. Adapted from: www.dinoloket.nl

Based on the development era, it is possible to divide the
soil into two layers: the Pleistocene and the Holecene
layer. The main difference between the two soil layers is
that the Pleistocene layer contains saline groundwater,
whereas the Holocene layer contains mostly fresh
groundwater. The Pleistocene layer is the oldest and
deepest soil layer (sandy aquifer, figure 13). This highly
permeable sand soil consists of brackish to saline
water, whereby chloride levels increase with depth (De
Louw et al., 2010). On top of this Pleistocene aquifer,
there is a poorly permeable aquitard (river clay, mariene
clay, and peat figure 13). Scientists generalize this
‘’Holocene confining layer’’ as a leaky layer of Holocene
clay and peat overlying an aquifer of Pleistocene sands
(Delsman, 2015). The lowest parts of the Holocene layer
consists of a 10-50 cm thick compacted, less permeable,
mineralized basal peat (basal peat, figure 13). Due to
the bad permeability of the basal peat, groundwater in
the Holocene layer is fresh. Locally, the basal peat had
been eroded by tidal channels (paleochannel belts). This
process has resulted in a network of sandy channels
where saline groundwater can exfiltrate (see mariene
sand, figure 13).
In the cross-section above, the unexcavated peat dikes
are clearly visible as high purple parts in the landscape.
At the polder surface, these dikes divide the polder
landscape into different deep polders. As such, deep
polders might look like separate landscape units.
However, the underlying soil and groundwater flows
connect them, compelling me to include the complete
polder landscape in this study.

Types of internal salinization
The groundwater pressure in the soil and the permeability
of the soil layers affect the resistance for groundwater to
exfiltrate and therefore the type of internal salinization.
Since, groundwater exfilitrates through the route with
the least resistance, the soil has a major effect on where
and how much groundwater will exfiltrate. Furthermore,
the chemical properties of groundwater, such as it’s
salinity, and iron richness, change depending on the flow
path (Delsman, 2015). Seepage consists iron particles
from the soil, resulting in a rusty brownish color when

Hydraulic head

Infiltration

Diffuse seepage

Exfiltration

Figure 14: Schematic illustration of groundwater flows.
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Figure 15: Oxidating iron gives seepage its brown color.

entering surface waters (see figure 15). De Louw et al.
(2010) demonstrated that salinization can happen via
three types of seepage, namely diffuse seepage (figure
16), paleochannel seepage (figure 17) and boils (figure
19). These seepage types differ concerning chloride
concentration, exfiltration speed, and their spatial
location in the polder.

about 200-300 meters wide at a depth of 3-5 meters
below the surface (De Louw et al., 2010). Paleochannel
seepage attracts groundwater from the upper aquifer.
The upward groundwater flow is generally higher than
diffuse seepage, with a moderate chloride concentration
of 600 mg/L.

Diffuse seepage
Diffuse seepage is slowly exfiltrating groundwater with
a relatively low chloride concentration, found throughout
the deep polders. Hydraulic heads create an upward
movement of groundwater, percolating it through the
complete Holocene confining layer. This slow exfiltration
process attracts seepage from the upper aquifer. Diffuse
seepage consists of relatively low chloride levels of
100 mg/L. It is the most common seepage type found
throughout the deep polder landscape. Compared to the
middle of the polder landscape, the diffuse seepage flux
is higher near the polder’s border because the hydraulic
head is higher here.
Paleochannel seepage
Paleochannel seepage flows through the sandy
paleochannel belts towards the polder’s surface,
resulting in moderate brackish seepage. The relatively
easy permeable sand results in preferential flow paths
for brackish seepage. Paleochannel belts can be
found throughout the deep polder landscape and are
28

Diffuse seepage
This slow proces results
in relatively low salinized
seepage: 100 mg CL/L.
It percolates slowly
through the complete
confining layer, including
basal peat.
Diffuse seepage attract
brackish groundwater
from the upper aquifer.

Figure 16: Visualization of diffuse seepage.
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Boils
Boils are a dominant salt source in deep polders since
they account for up to 50% of the salt load (de Louw
et al., 2013). Via boils, groundwater flows connect the
ground surface directly with the aquifer, resulting in
relatively high seepage flux. Because of this strong
upward movement of groundwater boils attract saline
groundwater from lower parts of the first aquifer, where
the chloride concentration is usually higher. The average
chloride concentration of boils is 1100 mg/L. However,
boils were found with concentrations up to 2850 mg/L.
The upward movement of larger boils are visible,
especially during winters because the temperature of
boil seepage is higher than the ambient temperature,
preventing seepage from freezing there (see figure 18).
There are three mechanisms influencing boil
development. Firstly, boils can develop in places where
the hydraulic head exceeds the ground level. This is
usually found where height differences in the landscape
are large, e.g., near the peat meadows, usually within
the first two kilometers measured from the polder’s
edge. Secondly, boils can develop due to alterations
concerning the Holocene confining layer. lowering the
soil- or water level enhances boil development, e.g.
due to excavations or peatland subsidence (De Louw
et al., 2018). As such, there is a constant risks of boil
development in deep polders during large construction
work when involving changing soil composition. Thirdly,
De Louw, et al., concluded that boils develop on top of
paleochannel belts because here, the absence of basal
peat enhances groundwater’s upward movement.
There are two components determining the future
development of internal salinization. Firstly, due to
the boil’s attraction of deeper groundwater scientists
calculated a salinity increase of 30% around 2050 (de
Louw et al., 2007). Secondly, soil subsidence in the

Figure 18: Boils are clearly visible in the winter because of their
constant water temperature. Adapted from: Erkens et al. (2018)

Paleochannel seepage

Boils

Paleochannel seepage
results in moderate
brackish seepage: 600 mg
Cl/L.

Boil seepage results
in brackish seepage:
averagely 1100 mg CL/l.
but found up to 2850 mg
Cl/l.

It uses the sandy
paleochannel belts,
allowing seepage to
exfiltrate easier.

High hydraulic pressure
forces seepage through
the Holocene confining
layer.

Paleochannel seepage
attract brackish
groundwater from the
upper aquifer.

Boils attract saline
groundwater from the
lower aquifer.

Figure 17: Visualization of paleochannel seepage.

Figure 19: Visualization of boils.
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surrounding peat landscapes will alter the hydraulic
head (Erkens et al., 2018). Therefore, future actions will
influence saline seepage flows in the deep polders. On
one hand, when the peat in the surrounding landscape
further subsides the hydraulic head in the deep polders
will decrease resulting in less saline seepage. On the
other hand, when water boards decide to increase
groundwater levels in the surrounding peat lands to
prevent further peat oxidation an increased hydraulic
gradient will enhance the seepage flow towards the deep
polders.
3.3 External salinization
The regulated nature of the polders makes polders
hydrologically semi-enclosed entities. Polders are small
regulated catchments that have been developed by diking
in and draining lakes and swamps (Yu et al. 2018). A dike
network, canals (boezem, ringvaart, wijken, tochten,
etc.) and pumping stations facilitate this drainage. The
presence of dikes allows water managers to regulate
water levels and water quality within each polder’s
boundaries. However, this can only happen to some
extent because the polder receives water and dewaters
via the boezem. The boezem is a buffering network of
water bodies that collects, stores, and discharges water.
Via its network, polder water is released to the main
rivers or sea, or freshwater is transported from the main
rivers to the polder. Thus, as regulated catchments, each
polder consists of an own water system connected with
its surroundings via surface water flows and groundwater
flows.
External salinization can occur if the boezem that
North sea

Study area

supplies additional water to the polders is salinized. This
can be the result of either saline seawater intruding into
rivers (Satijn & Leenen, 2009) or, to a lesser extent, the
result of brackish surface water that is discharged to the
boezem from salinized polders. External salinization is
not directly affecting polder waters, but it is stressing the
availability of freshwater, for example to use for flushing
and irrigation.
Salt water intrusion via open sea connections
The open connections between rivers and sea create
opportunities for saline surface water to find its way
towards the boezem system’s inlet points (de Boer &
Radersma, 2011). Hoek van Holland is such an open sea
connection, whereby the Rhine river discharges into the
North Sea (see figure 20). Under normal circumstances,
the Rhine releases 2.200 m3/s preventing salt seawater
from entering the Dutch estuary. When the river discharge
decreases below 1.000 m3/s, water from the North sea
enters the river mouth, allowing saltwater (18.000 Cl
mg/L) to enter the rivers.
In an extreme case, when the tide is high, and the river
discharge is low, the Hollandse IJssel gets affected with
the salt up to the inlet in Gouda. In such a case, the
Hoogheemraadschap Rijnland and Hoogheemraadschap
van Schieland en de Krimpenerwaard cannot use their
freshwater inlet points, challenging all freshwater
demanding functions. Scientists predict that under the
influence of climate change, this process is likely to
happen more frequently in the future, resulting in the
inlet of Rotterdam, Moordrecht and Gouda becoming too
saline for longer periods throughout the year (Veraart &
van Gerven, 2012).
During periods of drought, and consequenly, freshwater
shortage, brackish water is let into the boezem system to
guarantee the stability of dikes and the oxidation of peat
soils (Runhaar et al., 2006). As such, water managers
sometimes consiously salinize surface waters, with all
its effects on local land-uses, in order to prevent worse.
3.4 Effects on surface water quality

Hoek van Holland

Figure 20: Salt water intrudes via the open sea connection.
Table 4: The amount of chloride classifies water.
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The salinity of water is commonly defined using its
chloride concentration because when examining water
the chloride particle is more present than all other
chemical particles together (Paulissen et al., 2011). The
toxicity of chloride and its effect on other nutrients have a
strong influence on the food web relations, and therefore
complete ecosystems (van Dijk et al., 2013).
In this study, I use the water classification developed by
Stuyfzand (2007), see table 4. Water is considered fresh
when the chloride levels are below 150 mg/L. From the
water classification perspective, water becomes salinized
when chloride levels exceed 300 mg/L. However, water
boards use the threshold of 200 mg/L. To illustrate, the
chloride concentration in the Noordplas polder’s surface
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waters is averagely 400 mg CL/L and increases to 800 mg
Cl/L in dry periods (Stofberg et al., 2018).
Natural chloride concentrations follow a seasonal
pattern (Paulissen et al., 2011), but water managers
reversed this water regime. In a natural situation, due
to strong evaporation and less precipitation, chloride
concentrations will increase in the summer. During the
winter, when there is a precipitation surplus, chloride
concentration decreases. As a result of water supply and
water drainage, water managers have turned around this
natural regime, as water supply in the summer months
leads to low chloride concentration in the summer,
whereas, in the winter, the chloride concentration
increases as result of saline seepage.
The nutrient availability in brackish waters needs to be
managed with great care, as brackish water is highly
sensitive for eutrophication. Under the influence of
salinization, natrium, sulfate, and phosphate particles
increase (Paulissen et al., 2011). The large influx of
sulfate results in phosphate mobilization, which has a
eutrophicating effect on surface waters. Research points
out that the combination of a relatively low chloride
concentration with nutrient-rich water can stress
water quality. The abundant availability of nutrients
allows algae to flourish (see figure 24 and 25), which
consumes a lot of oxygen crucial for other aquatic life.
On top of that, blue algae’s flourish is poisonous and
can cause stomach and intestinal complaints to fauna,
pets, and humans (Offereins, 2014). Algae development
is stimulated until a chloride concentration of 2500 Cl
mg/L., chloride concentrations above 5000 mg/L slows
down algae growth (van Dijk et al., 2013).

absolute maximum, grassland can cope with chloride
concentrations above 962 mg/L (Roest et al., 2003).
When, for example, a farmer decides to change landuse from a chloride tolerant function towards a more
sensitive function, the landscape’s sensitivity to chloride
increases. Also, different forms of land-use have different
salinization thresholds. These different thresholds point
out that the effect of salinization is not easy to generalize
and very context-specific.
Agriculture
Agricultural crops are usually not resistant to salt. It costs
a lot of energy for plants to lock-out salts. Consequently,
there are differences between crop salt tolerance, and
therefore the effects on crop yields differ too (van Dam et
al., 2007). Figure 21 provides the chloride thresholds of
the most common types of agriculture.
Arable farming is mostly affected by saline irrigation
water instead of saline groundwater. Most of the saline
seepage that enters the polder will end up in surface
waters. The exchange of surface water with groundwater
in the parcels is limited (van Dijk et al., 2013), allowing
the agricultural fields to remain fresh. To examine the
salt tolerance of agriculture, we have to focus on water
that will be used as irrigation water. Figure 21 illustrates
that flower bulbs culture (threshold: 41 Cl mg/l), and
floriculture (threshold: 101 Cl mg/l) are the most sensitive
for salts, whereas crops such as onion, broccoli, sugar
cane, and cereals can tolerate a higher concentration of
chloride > 1288 Cl mg/l).

Besides a physical increase in chloride concentrations,
salinization can also occur due to land-use changes,
which is called relative salinization (Satijn & Leenen,
2009). The salinization threshold differs per land-use
type. For example, while for flower culture 41 mg/L is the

Water that contains a high amount of chloride provides
farmers a new perspective, namely saline agriculture
(de Vos et al., 2015). In literature I could not find precize
chloride thresholds related to saline agriculture. Since
saline agriculture mostly occures in (direct) connection
with the sea, I assume that thresholds reach up the
the same amount as sea water. As such, this research
includes saline tolerant agriculture instead of saline
agriculture because saline seepage will hardly reach to

Figure 21: Chloride tolerance of agriculture.

Figure 22: Chloride tolerance of nature types.

3.5 Relative salinization - effects on land-use
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Figure 23: Boezem water with freshwater demanding plant

Figure 24: Algea blossoms indicate nutricious rich water, caused

species.

by brackish seepage.

the same amount of the North sea.
All researched livestock species can drink water from
the brackish range (1000-5000 mg Cl/l.) (Marwick, 2007).
Dairy cattle are commonly found in the region and can
handle chloride concentration up to 2500 mg/l. safely.
Grasslands can still produce high yields with chloride
concentrations up to 962 mg/l for irrigation water. So, the
limiting factor for dairy farms is the chloride concentration
in water that will be used as irrigation water.

relatively low compared to freshwater and saltwater
ecosystems. They pointed out that below 300 mg Cl/l no
brackish water organisms survive. Between 300 and 1000
mg Cl/l freshwater species start to disappear, and a lot of
saline tolerance freshwater species can live. Above 1000
mg Cl/l it is nearly impossible for freshwater organisms
to sustain (Paulissen et al., 2011). This 1000 mg Cl/l is
considered the threshold for freshwater species; above
this level only brackish water species can survive. The
optimum chloride level for brackish water organisms is
between 3000 and 4000 mg Cl/l, although between this
range, the species richness is the lowest (Verdonschot,
2000). The amount of chloride can be used as a guiding
principle for the development of nature areas. A small
amount of chloride affects current freshwater nature
causing it to lose key-species. In addition, as described in
chapter 3, section 3.4, increasing chloride levels, together
with high phosphate loads, can cause algae blossoms
and result in water turning poisonous for ecosystems
(see figure 24, and 25). As such, eutrophication, due to
salinization, might put freshwater ecosystems in danger.

Nature
The way natural vegetation is affected by the influence
of salt is to some extent comparable to agriculture
(Veraart et al., 2013). The most substantial effects of
salinization are visible in freshwater aquatic and semiaquatic ecosystems. Land ecosystems are usually less
affected by the salts because of the freshwater lens in
the parcels. Figure 22 shows the Chloride tolerance of
Dutch nature types. The low threshold (150 mg Cl/L.) for
freshwater species makes Dutch’s freshwater nature
types very sensitive for salinization. Boezem waters
usually contain freshwater, indicated by water lilies (see
figure 23). On the other hand brackish nature types start
above 3000 mg Cl/L. creating a gap between fresh- and
brackish water nature types.
Remane and Schlieper described the relation between
chloride concentrations and species richness of
ecosystems, as the ‘’Kromme van Remane’’ (Paulissen
et al., 2007). The Kromme van Remane illustrates that
the typical brackish water ecosystem’s biodiversity is
32

The development of brackish nature areas can positively
affect nature values and biodiversity in the western
part of the Netherlands. Since the development of the
Deltaplan, a lot of brackish nature areas, got fragmented
and turned fresh because of the closure of open sea
connections. As such, the introduction of brackish nature
can help to restore brackish nature networks. Besides,
the introduction of brackish/ freshwater gradients will
result in a great diversity of micro-climates that can
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3.6 Conclusions
There are four salinization mechanisms open for
landscape design:
Water mechanisms

alter the hydraulic head difference
An alteration in the hydraulic head difference
influences saline seepage flows. To reduce saline
seepage, the hydraulic head difference can be
balanced by increasing ‘‘volume’’ such as water
or soil at the polder surface. On the other hand,
extracting volume from the polder surface will
enhance saline seepage.

use seepage type to specify salinization in
the landscape

Figure 25: Brackish seepage causes a brownish water color.

be the basis for various habitats. Van Dijk et al. (2013)
state that those areas that currently are kept fresh with
flushing can have a lot of potential for the development
of brackish nature. It might be enough to increase the
chloride concentration when water managers stop
flushing. Critical note is that water managers should
take measures to prevent eutrophication.
Recreation
There is not much literature about the chloride sensitivity
of water recreation. However, salinization can cause
health issues for people recreating in and around the
water, because it enhances (blue) algae blossoms.
For the benefit of this research, I assume that it is not
salinization that affects recreation but it is the risk of
developing bad water quality that challenges recreation.
Urban areas
Residential areas aren’t directly affected by the influence
of salinization. Therefore, cities are relatively tolerant to
salinization. When surface water contains a high amount
of chloride, it will affect surface water’s usability for
irrigating the gardens (interview Rijnland). Moreover,
rusty saline seepage, resulting in deserted canals, might
affect the living pleasure and might affect the housing
prices.

The type of seepage (diffuse, paleo-channel belt,
boil) is location specific and affects the salinity
(concentration) and amount (volume) of saline
seepage. Identifying which type of seepage is/
may be present directly impacts the potential
adaptations and landscape opportunities. Knowing
what circumstances are present allows designers
and planners to assign functions to those areas they
fit the best to improve deep polder’s viability.

design discharge method of saline affected
surface waters (controle of saline surface
water, boezem dependency of the polders)
For its water management, deep polders rely on its
boezem system. Consequently, deep polders are a
saline water source for its complete water system,
affecting other land-use functions. Designers
and planners can alter the deep polder’s boezem
dependency by, for example, designing alternative
discharge routes or less freshwater-dependent deep
polders.
Land-use mechanism

alter landscape sensitivity by changing land
use functions
The effects of salinization can be reduced easily by
changing land-use. Currently, there is a trend that
land-use shifts towards freshwater demanding
types whereby the impact of salinization increases.
Obviously, land-use can switch towards brackish
tolerant types, where it is possible to match
landscape function and local circumstances.
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4. Adaptation measures study
The previous chapter has elaborated on salinization
mechanisms that a landscape approach can alter when
adapting deep polder landscapes. In this section, I will
analyze the deep polder landscape using salinization as
scope. On a regional scale level, I divide landscape units
influenced by salinization and relevant for implementing
salinization adaption measures. Later, I use these
landscape units and salinization mechanisms to design
salinization adaptation measures. Subsequently,
these adaptation measures are projected on the study
landscape to research the spatial impact and study what
landscape characteristics determine their employability.
4.1 Landscape analysis
As described in the introduction (chapter 1), salinization
is a combination of saline seepage and land-use.
Therefore this section uses saline seepage as scope
for the investigation of the landscape. Firstly, I make an
inventory on the location of the seepage types described
in section ‘‘types of internal salinization’’ (p. 26). Secondly,
I elaborate on each sub-landscape concerning soil,
seepage, water, and land-use to study spatial differences
between the sub-landscapes.

Salinization dividing the Zoetermeer landscape
The salinization map indicates the different seepage types
in the deep polder landscape (figure 26). The first seepage
zone is following the deep polder landscape’s north and
northeast edge. Here, the high hydraulic head results in
a high seepage flux through diffuse and paleochannel
seepage. Consequently, there is a lot of boil activity in
this area that increases the chloride levels significantly.
Boils locate along the complete polder edge. The second
area is the polders suffering from a low hydraulic head
difference. Here, low hydraulic pressure causes a low
seepage flux through diffuse and paleochannel seepage.
There is not much boil activity. The last area is the part
that is not suffering from internal salinization but suffers
from seepage that is discharged from the polders. These
are the elevated parts of the landscape that consists of
boezem waters and polder dikes.
In short, the amount of seepage, and not so much seepage
types, divide the landscape into three distinguished sublandscapes; (1) elevated regional structure not influenced
by seepage, (2) the polders that suffer from low seepage
flux, (3) the polders that suffer from high seepage flux.

Salinization map
Internal salinization
Boils > 1100 mg Cl/L
Paleochannel
±600 mg Cl/L
Diffuse 100 mg Cl/L
500-750 kg/ha/year
Diffuse 100 mg Cl/L
250-500 kg/ha/year

External salinization
Pumping stations
Boezem waters
Polder dikes

Figure 26: Salinization in the deep polder landscape.
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The Rotte
Boezem water
Polder dikes
Historic cities, and villages
Nature area

Figure 27: Location of the elevated landscape.

Figure 28: The Rotte’s scenery supports its recreational use.

Elevated landscape not influenced by seepage
Origination and soil
This sub-landscape is the oldest part of the landscape
because it consists of elements from the period before
reclamation. Traces of this origination are the dikes that
consist of unexcavated peat and the small peat swamps
in the area. The main spatial elements are the Rotte, the
polder dikes, and the historic villages (see figure 27).

Land-use
The Rotte is a peat river streaming from the peat bog’s
original top towards the Maas in Rotterdam. It is one of
the oldest traces in the landscape and is prominently
present in the region. The Rotte forms an important
recreational network for the citizens of Rotterdam. The
winding river, the surrounding scenery, and the paths on
top of its dikes around it create ideal circumstances for
recreation (see figure 28). Recreationists use the Rotte for
water recreation such as swimming, sailing, and fishing.
There is one nature area called the Koornmolengat, a
5-hectare nature reserve that holds one of the last parts
of swamp peat in the deep polders. It is a remnant of
the landscape before the peat excavation and is located
directly next to the Rotte (Bobbink, 2016). It consists
of swamp forests, peat swamps, and small lakes (see
figure 33). The Rotte is assigned as a KRW water body,
meaning that this water contains ecological objectives
and water quality objectives that water boards must
meet. Internal salinization is not affecting the Rotte
because of its elevated location. However, salinized water
discharged from the polders conflict with ecological
goals in the Koornmolengat. In extreme cases, blue
algae development, due to salinization, might affect the
water quality of this recreational water.

Seepage types
Since this area is elevated in the landscape, a thick soil
layer prevents internal salinization from reaching this
sub-landscape.
Water system
Canals between the elevated dikes, including the Rotte,
form the boezem system (Bobbink, 2016). It is the
surface water structure’s backbone because all polders
are connected and exchange surface water with it. The
boezem discharges water at the pumping stations in
Rotterdam, the pumping stations near Moordrecht,
Boskoop, and Zoetermeer. These pumping stations
also function as freshwater inlet points, together with a
large inlet point near Gouda. As described in section 3.3,
external salinization, saltwater intrusion via open sea
connection threatens the freshwater inlet points up to
Gouda. Currently, water boards cannot use Rotterdam’s
inlet point for 99 days a year (Veraart & van Gerven, 2012).
Under the influence of a rising sea level and changing
discharge regime of the Rhine, it is expected that water
boards cannot use the inlet points more frequently.
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Dikes form the polder borders and the basis of historic
urban developments (van Beusekom et al., 2009).
The polder dikes consist of unexcavated peat and are
averagely 1 to 2 meters higher than the polders. On top
of these dikes, historic cities and villages are located.
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Residential area

Arable lands

Business area

Grasslands

Parks (recreation)

Nature area

Greenhouses

Lakes

Figure 29: Location and use of polders with a low seepage flux.

Figure 30: Greenhouses locate throughout the deep polders.

These villages are usually densely built and orientated
on one main road. Examples are Hazerswoude-dorp,
Zevenhuizen, Bleiswijk, Berkel en Rodenrijs, and
Moerkapelle. Infrastructure on top of the dikes connect
these villages.

efficiently transports water from and towards the
boezem system. The surface water network reflects local
spatial circumstances concerning groundwater level and
seepage inflow. At the polders edges, the seepage inflow is
relatively high, requiring a narrow surface water network.
Examples are the polders located in the southeast, such
as Oude Ledepolder and the Zuidpolder van Delfgouw.
Dryer polders contain a surface water pattern with more
space between canals and larger parcels. Examples are
polders like Polder de Wilde Veenen, Tweemanspolder,
and the Bleiswijkse polder. In deep polders with
large urban developments, the original surface water
structure is transformed into irregular urban waters
that are functional and esthetical. The Eendragtspolder
is transformed into a regional stormwater buffer. The
water board can store up to 4 million m3 of water in this
area when the pumping station’s discharge capacity isn’t
enough. Internal salinization affects the water system.
Although the seepage flux and the chloride levels are
low, the seepage eutrophication effect of the seepage
affects the water quality.

Polders with a low seepage flux
Origination and soil
This sub-landscape is the result of peat excavations and
drainage of the lakes. As a result, the marine clay soils
that formerly formed the sea’s bottom are now ground
level. All polders consist of marine deposited clay (heavy
and light) and sabulous clay. Sabulous clay consists of
more sand particles than clay, which is a little easier to
penetrate by groundwater. However, its effect is limited,
and therefore not included in this research.
Seepage types
In this area, the hydraulic head in the first aquifer is
relatively low. This results in diffuse seepage flowing
slowly towards all the polders in the southwest of the
deep polder landscape. A network of paleochannel belts
causes extra salts to enter the polder. However, its
quantity is limited due to the low hydraulic head. There‘s
not a lot of boil activity. In this area, saline seepage
results in 250-500 chloride kg/ha/y (Erkens et al., 2018).
The average chloride concentration in the surface waters
stays below 300 mg/L (Veraart & van Gerven, 2012).
Water system
The polders consist of a surface water network that

Land-use
The most common types of agriculture in the sublandscape are arable lands, greenhouses, and
meadowlands (see figure 29). Arable lands dominate the
polder’s center, in the Tweemandspolder and Polder de
Wilde Veenen. Sugar beets and potatoes are the main
crop types farmers grow. These crop types are relatively
tolerant of salinization. Meadowlands is a typical landuse at the polder’s edge because of the seepage inflow,
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Residential areas

Arable lands

Business areas

Grasslands

Parks (recreation)

Lakes

Greenhouses

Rest peat

Figure 31: Location and use of polders with a high seepage flux.

Figure 32: The edge of Moordrecht in the Zuidplaspolder.

but they are tolerant of salinization. The area contains
two of greenhouses clusters as illustrated on figure 30,
whereby the largest cluster is located in the Bleiswijkse
polder and a smaller cluster is located near Nootdorp.
A large number of greenhouses in the polders with a low
seepage flux makes the sub-landscape less vulnerable
to internal salinization because the crops in these
greenhouses are not affected by saline groundwater.

Groene Hart. Secondly, De Balij is a recreational forest,
including a swamp nature area. De Balij is part of the
nature connection zone too. All sites aren’t assigned as
Natura2000. The nature areas are part of a network that
connects freshwater nature types. As such, increased
chloride concentration affects this connection’s
functioning and the nature values in the area.

The polder offers space for large scale urban
development, businesss areas and recreational
areas. Large urban developments are located near
Zoetermeer and Rotterdam and occupy complete deep
polders. Smaller urban expansions are located near
villages such as Zevenhuizen, Berkel en Roderijs,
Bleiswijk, Hazerswoude-dorp, and Moerkappele. Each
large urban development contains recreational areas.
Near Rotterdam there are several recreational areas,
namely the Hooge en Lage Bergsche bos and the
Eendragtspolder. In the west of Zoetermeer, there is
the Balijbos, and the Groenzoom. Near Delft, there is
the Delftse Hout and the Bieslandse Bos. These are
typical recreational areas consisting of open meadows,
enclosed forests, recreational paths, sunbathing areas,
and lakes. Urban areas can tolerate, and recreation can
tolerate a higher chloride level.
In the west, there are two natural areas. Firstly, De
Groenzoom is a combination of recreation and nature
area. It is a part of the Groenblauwe Slinger, a regional
nature connection between Midden-Delfland and the
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Infrastructure connects and fragmentizes the landscape.
The A12 is the main highway cutting through the
landscape. Through the area, there is a High-Speed
railway connection (HSL). In the south, from Rotterdam to
Zoetermeer, this is an aboveground railway connection.
Large parts of this connection are on top of a dike,
resulting in a landscape barrier. From Hazerswoudedorp this connection is tunneled.
Polders with high seepage flux
Origination and soil
This sub-landscape origins from the same development
as the low seepage flux area, but the high seepage inflow
creates different circumstances. Sabulous clay and clay
are the most common soils found. In the southeast of the
polder, there is unexcavated rest peat.
Salinization
In this area, a high hydraulic head creates a strong
upward movement of groundwater resulting in a high
seepage flux and a lot of boil activity. For example,
the Noordplaspolder alone already holds 53 boils
(Hoogheemraadschap van Rijnland, 2012). There is no
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Figure 33: Nature area the Koornmolengat is the area’s last elevated part of the former peat bog.

exact number of boils known for other polders, but it
is expected that the Zuidplaspolder might consist even
more based on expert knowledge. In the southeast of
the Zuidplaspolder, there is an area with rest peat. In
this area, new boils might increase the saline seepage
flux. In these polders, diffuse seepage alone results
in a salt load of 500-750 kg/ha/y (Erkens et al., 2018),
when including salt exfiltrated via boils, the exact salt
load might be double. As an illustration, the chloride
concentration in the Noordplas polder’s surface waters
is averagely 400 mg CL/L. This concentration increases
up to 800 mg Cl/L in dry periods (Stofberg et al., 2018).
Water system
The polders consist of a surface water network that
efficiently transports water to and towards the boezem
system. The surface water network reflects local spatial
circumstances; namely, the pattern is more narrow in
the deep polder landscape’s wet edges. Examples are
the edges of the Noordplaspolder, Zuidplaspolder, and
the Zoetermeerse Meerpolder. In deep polders with
large urban developments, the original surface water
structure is transformed into urban waters.
Land-use
Arable lands and meadowland dominate the area’s
agriculture (see figure 31). The edges of the deep
polders, where the seepage pressure is high, grasslands
are located. Arable lands dominate the center of the
deep polder landscape. Here, farmers grow mainly crops
that are tolerant to salinization, such as potatoes and

sugar beets. The area contains one greenhouse cluster
located in the south of Moerkapelle. Throughout the
polders, some individual greenhouses can be found. In
the north-east of the Noordplaspolder, the floriculture
of Boskoop is slowly expanding into the polder. This is
remarkable because this land-use type is very sensitive
to salinization. In this area, urban development takes
place, resulting in large urban expansions in the open
polder landscape (see figure 32). The construction
of the urban areas results in new boils, because the
excavations downgrade the salinization confining layer.
Together with urban expansions, large recreational areas
have developed. Bentwoud is a recreational forest on the
east of Zoetermeer. It is an area facilitating sports fields,
walking/cycling paths, playgrounds, and golf fields. In
the west of Zoetermeer, there is the Westerpark and the
Buytenpark. In Rotterdam, there are the Kralingse Bos
and the Schollebos. In this sub-landscape recreational
areas are affected by salinization, because large seepage
fluxes affect water quality.
Conclusion
Saline seepage divides the landscape into three sublandscapes: the elevated landscape, the low seepage
flux landscape, and the high seepage flux landscape.
However, from the landscape analysis of these sublandscapes, I can conclude that the landscape itself
doesn’t reflect the differences created by saline seepage.
Many of the land-use is already tolerant of salinization.
An exception is the expansion of Boskoop’s floriculture,
which is sensitive to higher chloride concentrations.
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4.2 Designing adaptation measures
These distinguish sub-landscapes, and the different
saline seepage they experience, require other
interventions. In this section, I use the mechanisms
that resulted from Chapter 3, and transform them into
adaptation measures. The result is 11 principles that alter
salinization in the deep polder landscape. The measures
are grouped using the mechanism it influences. In the
next section, I project these principle measures on the
landscape analyzed in section 4.1.

Alter the hydraulic head difference (suppress or allow
saline seepage)

Measure 3: Peat development

Figure 36: Principle of peat development.

Another measure that can help to balance the hydraulic
head is increasing ground pressure using peat. Since
humans excavated the peat, saline seepage started the
exfiltrate. This measure focuses on realizing the ideal
circumstances for peat development. It is important to
note that this measure will not stop saline seepage soon
because it costs a lot of time to develop a thick peat layer.

Measure 1: Integral ground level increase

Measure 4: Depoldering

Figure 34: Principle of integral ground level increase.

Figure 37: Principle of depoldering.

To balance the hydraulic head in the first aquifer, it is
possible to increase ground level using soil. With this,
the soil must be elevated integrally, including ditches,
canals, etc. When the hydraulic head is entirely balanced,
no saline seepage will exfiltrate, resulting in surface
waters that will remain fresh.

When the hydraulic head is exceeding ground level,
it requires more ‘‘counter pressure’’ to balance. With
depoldering, the polders will be turned back into lakes.
Saline seepage will stop completely, resulting in entirely
fresh lakes. The lakes can have a myriad of functions.

Use seepage type to specify salinization in the
landscape (controle of saline seepage)
Measure 2: Increase surface water level

Measure 5: Improved flushing

Figure 35: Principle of increase surface water level.

Figure 38: Principle of improve flushing.

When the hydraulic head doesn’t exceed ground level, it
is possible to limit salinization by increasing the surface
water levels. When no extra drainage is implemented,
this will result in a landscape turn wet, forcing farmers
to change crops. When the surface water levels have
increased enough, this will result in a stop of the saline
seepage’s upward movement, realizing fresh surface
waters in the polder.

Flushing is a measure that water boards often use
against salinization. However, the process could be
organized more efficiently to be maximum effective.
Firstly, more water inlets allow water managers to flush
the most salinized canals directly. Secondly, designers
can study alternative freshwater sources, such as
sewage treatment plants, stormwater from cities, and
extra water buffers in the region.
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Design discharge method of saline affected surface
waters
Measure 6: Seperating fresh/brackish waters

Alter landscape sensitivity by changing land-use
functions
Measure 9: Development not-groundbased land-use

Figure 39: Principle of seperating fresh/brackish waters.

Figure 42: Principle of development not-groundbased land-use.

Salinization, primarily via boils, can be very locationspecific. This allows us to design a fresh/brackish water
canal network. Deep canals will attract saline seepage,
whereas less deep canals will remain fresh. Separating
brackish and freshwater offers the opportunity to
efficiently discharge saline water from areas where it is
unwanted to places where it can perhaps find a use.

Another way of dealing with salinization is to ignore
saline seepage flows and its effect on water quality.
This measure introduces land-use in the polders that
aren’t affected by saline seepage. Examples are notground-based agriculture such as container floriculture,
greenhouses, and new urban developments. Nature will
develop in the surface waters.

Measure 7: Groundwater decompress

Measure 10: Nature development

Figure 40: Principle of groundwater decompresses.

Figure 43: Principle of nature development.

Groundwater decompresses capture saline seepage in
the first aquifer and discharges it into the surface water
system. These artificial boils attract saline seepage,
turning its immediate surrounding area into infiltration
areas. The result will be that groundwater decompresses
will make canals brackish, and other canals will remain
fresh. This principle allows for designing an alternative
discharge method effectively.

Abandoning the deep polders and let nature take them
over is another adaptation measure. The different
landscape units with the different types of salinization
will generate different habitats. As such, a diverse natural
landscape can develop in the deep polder landscape.
Nature will make the landscape diverse, supporting all
kinds of nature-related land-use functions, such as bird
watching and hiking.

Measure 8: Groundwater decompress i.c.w. land-use

Measure 11: Brackish tolerant agriculture

Figure 41: Principle of groundwater decompresses i.c.w. land-use.

Figure 44: Principle of brackish tolerant agriculture.

This measure is founded on the same principle as
groundwater decompresses. However, here the
exfiltrating seepage water will support the polder’s
saline agriculture. All freshwater demanding landuse changes. This measure will completely transform
the polder because saline seepage will be part of local
agricultural production and nature development.

Many agricultural crops are tolerant of brackish
circumstances. Water managers can stop mitigating
salinization, forcing farmers to adapt to brackish
circumstances. The result will be a landscape that is
much more specified to local circumstances and will
thereby divers and interesting for recreationists. With
extra measures, polders can turn into a recreationinclusive agriculture landscape.
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1. Integral ground level increase - suppress seepage
To balance the hydraulic head, it requires more elevation
at the landscape’s edge. Locally, the soil is going to be
excavated and transformed into multifunctional lakes.
The soil is used to heighten the polders, including
the ditches integrally. A heightened landscape won’t

experience saline seepage, and a thicker soil layer
allows to develop a deeper freshwater lens. Buildings
prevent the integral ground level increase and optimal
functioning of this measure. The measure only stops
salinization when all grounds have been raised.

Measure employability

Evaluation
Landscape characteristics
Essential
Low amount of build environment
Optional
Effective with all seepage types
Possibility to discharge brackish water
Small polders
Limiting
High amount of build environment
Rest peat
Polder viability
++ Functionality
++ Future proofness
++ Fitness in current water system
- - Equity
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Figure 45: Conceptual design map of integral ground level increase
including an indication of the measure’s employability.
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Soil excavations, multifunctional lakes:
recreation, nature and water reservoirs.
Organization of the heightened lands is
focussed on efficient arable farming.
In cities surface waters will be enlarged,
and water bottoms will be raised.
Greenhouse clusters, wide surface waters
form a natural backbone through the areas.

2. Increase surface water level - suppress seepage
This measure uses water to balance the hydraulic head.
This results in a much wetter landscape. In areas with
a low hydraulic head, water is raised well below ground
level. These lands can still be used for agriculture.
Whereas areas with a high hydraulic head difference,

at the polder landscape’s edges, the water level must
be raised above ground level. These polders have to be
flooded (model 4). Challenging areas with high hydraulic
heads and a lot of build environments can be found in, for
example, Rotterdam.

Measure employability

Evaluation
Landscape characteristics
Essential
Low hydraulic head difference / or,
Polders with a low groundwater level
Optional
High amount of build environment
Possibility to discharge brackish water
Rest peat
Limiting
High hydraulic head
Polder viability
- Functionality
++ Future proofness
++ Fitness in current water system
- - Equity

Figure 46: Conceptual design map of increase surface water level
including an indication of the measure’s employability.

Meadow lands, with flower rich fields.

Lakes in the polder landscape’s edges.

Recreation swamp forests near cities,
playgrounds and nature experiences.
Wet urban environment, expand surface
water develop ecological banks.
Wet greenhouse landscape, expand natural
surface waters.
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3. Active peat development - suppress seepage
Peat development is used to increase ground levels
gradually towards the hydraulic head difference is
balanced. It is a slow process, but over time a balance
will be realized. This is mainly relevant in the landscape’s
edge because here, the hydraulic head exceeds ground

level. Surface water levels will be kept around ground
level, opposing the land to be used for agriculture. In
other areas, a surface water level increase is sufficient.
Peat development is hardly possible in densely built
areas such as cities and greenhouse clusters.

Measure employability

Evaluation
Landscape characteristics
Essential
Possibility to discharge brackish water
Optional
High groundwater level
Rest peat
Hydraulic head exceeds ground level
Limiting
No possibility to discharge brackish water
High amount of build environment
Polder viability
- Functionality
- Future proofness
+/- Fitness in current water system
- Equity
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Figure 47: Conceptual design map of active peat development
including an indication of the measure’s employability.
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The landscape’s edges: swampy nature
areas, nature recreation, birds habitats.
Natural heights: unique living environment
surrounded by peat swamps.
Wet agriculture, and meadow lands in
polders with low hydraulic heads.
Forest peat development near urban
developments.
Green, natural greenhouse areas with peat
development in the surface waters.

4. Depoldering - suppress seepage
This measure requires polders to be flooded. The
measure will be relevant in areas where hydraulic heads
exceed ground level. The thick water layer can balance
the hydraulic head, and if the level is high enough,
boil seepage might stop. Flooding is a disproportional

measure in polders whereby the hydraulic head is below
ground level. Urbanization and greenhouse clusters
in the deep polders oppose the employability of this
measure. The large water bodies are beneficial for water
boards.

Dijken bij de steden

Measure employability

Evaluation
Landscape characteristics
Essential
Low amount of build environment
Optional
Small polder, not a lot of different owners
Possibility to discharge brackish water
Hydraulic head exceeds ground level
Effective with all seepage types
Limiting
High amount of build environment
Polder viability
- Functionality
+ Future proofness
++ Fitness in current water system
- - Equity

Figure 48: Conceptual design map of depoldering including an
indication of the measure’s employability.

Recreational lakes, recreational harbours
and natural dikes bordering villages.
Floating solar energy plants for nearby cities.

Innovative floating agriculture, and
aquaculture in enclosed polders.
Urban environments in deep polders are
problematic when applying this measure.
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5. Seperating fresh/brackish waters - controlling seepage
This measure zones seepage types, captures it and
discharges it via a discharge network. The existing
boezem supplies freshwater to the water demanding
land-use functions. The discharge network follows the
landscape’s edge to discharge water directly to the

open water in the south. However, all polders discharge
on this network, but it is challenging to connect deep
polders located to the landscape’s center. This measure
requires limited land-use change. It is relatively easy to
implement in the urban environment.

Measure employability

Evaluation
Landscape characteristics
Essential
Possibility to discharge brackish water
Optional
High amount of build environment
All seepage types, although boils might obstruct
Consecutive, dense network of canals
Large polders, many owners
Limiting
No possibility to discharge brackish water
Polder viability
++ Functionality
++ Future proofness
+/- Fitness in current water system
++ Equity
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Figure 49: Conceptual design map of seperating fresh/brackish
waters including an indication of the measure’s employability.
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Consecutive brackish boezem, including
brackish nature and recreation connection.
The swampy rest peat areas will function
as water storage, combined with nature.
Brackish discharge canals, ecological
banks with characteristic nature.
The existing boezem system supplies
freshwater to the area.
Brackish water in the urban environment.

6. Groundwater decompress - controlling saline seepage
Groundwater decompresses are artificial boils that
capture saline seepage directly from the first aquifer.
Water exfiltrates at these decompresses. Discharge
happens via a brackish water boezem following the
landscape’s edge. The rest of the landscape will turn

into infiltration areas. This contrastful fresh/brackish
landscape will result in an interesting landscape. This
measure requires adjustments in the water system and
not much land-use change. Essential is the possibility to
discharge brackish water.

Measure employability

Evaluation
Landscape characteristics
Essential
Possibility to discharge brackish water
Optional
Large polders, many owners
High amount of build environment
Different seepage types
Suffering high seepage flux
Limiting
No possibility to discharge brackish water
Polder viability
++ Functionality
++ Future proofness
+/- Fitness in current water system
++ Equity

Figure 50: Conceptual design map of groundwater decompress
including an indication of the measure’s employability.

Brackish boezem, water transportation,
nature, recreation.
Rest peat area will be a swampy water
reservoir.
Artificial boils in forests will have a different
atmosphere than cities.
The cities also require artificial boils.

Wet greenhouse landscape, expand natural
surface waters.
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7. Saline agriculture with decompresses - controlling seepage
This measure uses brackish groundwater as a resource
for saline agriculture. Groundwater decompresses
transport brackish water to the surface, where it is
used to breed sea food or water saline arable lands. The
measure functions best in polders that naturally suffer

from high flux seepage. In polders that don’t suffer from
a lot of seepage, artificial boils won’t attract enough
seepage. This measure requires a complete polder
to change. Essential for this strategy is an alternative
discharge method for the brackish water.

Measure employability

Evaluation
Landscape characteristics
Essential
Suffering high seepage flux
Possibility to discharge brackish water
Optional
Tolerant to salinization
Limiting
High amount of build environment
No possibility to discharge brackish water
Polder viability
+ Functionality
- Future proofness
+/- Fitness in current water system
- - Equity
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Figure 51: Conceptual design map of saline agriculture with decompresses including an indication of the measure’s employability.
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Water is exfiltrating and used in the
greenhouses for saline aquaculture.
Nutrient rich water is running into the
brackish arable fields.
Brackish meadow lands with cattle farms,
high biodiversity, recreation inclusive.
Brackish water in the build environment
creating unique aquatic life in the cities.

8. Improved flushing - allowing seepage
This model researches opportunities for additional
freshwater sources for flushing. This measure functions
best in polders that don’t suffer from a lot of seepage,
because these polders require less water to keep surface
water fresh. A ringvaart and dense networks of canals

and ditches make efficient flushing possible because
water managers can let in water from many directions.
This measure requires extra freshwater storage in the
polders. Essential for this strategy is the possibility to
discharge brackish water.

Measure employability

Evaluation
Landscape characteristics
Essential
Consecutive, dense network of canals
Ringvaart, or comparative structure
Possibility to discharge brackish water
Optional
Large polders, many owners
High amount of build environment
Suffering low seepage flux
Limiting
No possibility to discharge brackish water
Polder viability
++ Functionality
+ Future proofness
- - Fitness in current water system
++ Equity

Figure 52: Conceptual design map of improved flushing including an
indication of the measure’s employability.

Sponse cities including water storage in
public spaces.
City borders function as wet recreation areas
with nature value.
Expanding surface water in greenhouse
areas.
Sewege treatment plants as freshwater
source for flushing.
Water rich polders with a consecutive surface
water network.
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9. Development not-ground based land-use - allowing seepage
This model allows saline seepage in the area. This
measure requires the complete polder to cooperate and
might result in land-use change. The polder functions
transform to land-use types that do not depend on
surface waters. It is possible to apply this measure in

all polders that can discharge brackish water without
damaging boezem waters.

Measure employability

Evaluation
Landscape characteristics
Essential
Possibility to discharge brackish water
Optional
High amount of building environment
Different seepage types
Limiting
No possibility to discharge brackish water
Polder viability
+ Functionality
+ Future proofness
- - Fitness in current water system
+/- Equity
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Figure 53: Conceptual design map of not-ground based land-use
including an indication of the measure’s employability.
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‘‘Green’’ greenhouse landscape including a
large nature network.
Expansion of the Boskoop’s floriculture,
cultivating brackish plants aboveground.
In the Boskoop park brackish tolerant
plants are showed to potential buyers.
New urban expansions connected to the
nature rich paleochannel belts.

10. Nature development - allowing seepage
This model studies what happens if we largly abandone the
polders and let nature take over. Different seepage types
will result in different habitats. Therefore, the measure
functions best in polder that suffers from different
seepage types and high seepage flux. In the landscape’s

edge, brackish nature will develop. Freshwater nature
develops in the area suffering a low seepage flux. This
measure is beneficial when located near brackish water
nature and when there is the possibility to discharge
brackish water.

Measure employability

Evaluation
Landscape characteristics
Essential
Possibility to discharge brackish water
Optional
Near brackish water connections
Small polders, not a lot of different owners
Different seepage types
Limiting
No possibility to discharge brackish water
High amount of build environment
Polder viability
- - Functionality
+ Future proofness
- - Fitness in current water system
- - Equity

Figure 54: Conceptual design map of nature development including
an indication of the measure’s employability.

Wet brackish nature in the edges, results in
an open natural landscape.
Paleochannel belts hold moderate brackish
nature types.
Forest can sustain in the middle of the polder
landscape with recreation and housing.
Urban parks refer to the underlying
paleochannel belts.
Freshwater demanding nature in the diffuse
seepage polders.
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11. Brackish tolerant agriculture - allowing seepage
This model allows brackish water into the landscape and
develops agriculture based on these circumstances. In
this model, agriculture follows the principle ‘‘function
follows circumstances’’. Different seepage types create
various opportunities for different land-use. This results

in wet types of agriculture such as meadowlands at the
polders edges and arable lands more to the center. The
measure only functions when there is the possibility to
discharge brackish water.

Measure employability

Evaluation
Landscape characteristics
Essential
Low amount of build environment
Possibility to discharge brackish water
Suffering high seepage flux
Optional
Tolerant to salinization
Limiting
High amount of build environment
No possibility to discharge brackish water
Polder viability
++ Functionality
+ Future proofness
- - Fitness in current water system
+ Equity
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Figure 55: Conceptual design map of brackish tolerant agriculture
including an indication of the measure’s employability.
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Brackish agriculture based on the Zeeuwse
landscape.
Recreation inclusive farming, with
recreational routes and farm shops.
Saline meadows at the polders wet edges.

Landscape transitions into the cities attract
recreationists into the country side.

Figure 56: Overview with measures and landscape characteristics.

4.3 Conclusions
This chapter answers research question 2: What
adaptation strategies can deal with salinization in
the deep polders and what landscape characteristics
determine their employability?
The model study provides measures that help to adapt
landscapes to the influence of seepage flows. In figure
56, all developed adaptation measures are linked to
landscape characteristics that are essential, optional,
and limiting concerning their functionality. When
analyzing the adaptation measures, it was possible to
categorize them under the following groups: suppress-,
control-, or allow seepage.
Firstly, adaptation measures suppress seepage fit polders
that can’t discharge brackish surface water and contain
not a lot of build environment. Adaptation measures that
suppress seepage aren’t very effective for boils because
they would require to flood a polder. Secondly, measures
that control seepage flows fit polders that have the
opportunity to discharge to brackish surface water.
Often, it is possible to implement these measures in
polders that contain a high amount of build environment
and are suffering from boils. Lastly, measures that allow
seepage in polders by changing the land-use. These

measures fit polders that suffer from high seepage flux
and have the possibility to change land-use. Allowing
measures require an alternative discharge method for
saline surface water.
I was able to distinguish the following rules concerning
salinization adaptation:
• Suppressing seepage is hardly possible in polders
that consist of a large amount of build environment
because a lot of build environment opposes the
possibility the integrally increase the polder surface.
• The disability to discharge to open water is a
landscape characteristic that limits the employability
of most adaptations because allowing seepage in
the landscape requires to discharge brackish water
properly.
• Adaptations that control seepage are least limited by
landscape characteristics, compared to adaptations
that suppress or allow seepage, because it is
less radical to implement controlling adaptation
measures.
The considerable landscape variations in the deep
polders prevent the implementation of a one-size-fitsall measure. Instead, depending on the local landscape,
a combination of multiple measures is required to adapt
to salinization effectively.
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5. Adaptation strategies study
The previous chapter had two main conclusions.
Firstly, a scheme demonstrating adaptation measures
and landscape characteristics that determine their
employability. Secondly, the chapter revealed that
the adaptation of a deep polder landscape requires a
combination of adaptation measures. In this chapter, I
elaborate on adaptation strategies, concerning which
combinations of adaptation measures can create viable
polder landscapes. Using design experiments, I study
what adaptation strategies make the highest viable
polder possible concerning local polder characteristics.
In a viable polder landscape, adaptation strategies are
balanced with local polder characteristics: seepage
flux, salinity, and, consequently, land-use. Now that I
know which landscape characteristic determines the
employability of adaptation measures, I was able to
analyze these characteristics in the landscape in the
first section of this chapter. This enabled me to compose
salinization adaptation strategies that combine multiple
adaptation measures best suited to the different deep
polders. In section two, I study three different salinization
adaptation strategies. (1) suppressing seepage leads to
1. Starrevaart polder
2. Meeslouwerpolder
3. Grote polder
4. Zoetermeerse
meerpolder
5. Blankaartspolder
6. Polder Zoetermeer
7. Buitenwegs polder
8. Palensteinse polder
9. Noordplaspolder
10. Binnenwegse polder
11. Polder de Wilde Veenen
12. Tweemanspolder
13. Eendragtspolder
14. Zuidplaspolder
15. Prins Alexanderpolder
16. Bleiswijkse polder
17. Schiebroekse polder
18. Laag Oudendijkse
polder
19. Laag Zestienhovense
polder
20. Laag Schieveense
polder
21. Berkel en Rodenrijse
polder
22. Oudeledebergboezem
23. Oude lede polder
24. Zuidpolder van
Delfgouw
25. Oostmeerpolder
26. Noordpolder
27. Katwijk polder
28. Drooggemaakte polder
van Pijnacker
29. Helpolder
30. Bieslandse polder
31. Nieuwe broekpolder
32. Polder Nootdorp

a freshwater landscape, (2) allowing seepage leads to
a brackish water landscape, (3) controlling will lead to
a fresh/brackish water landscape. In the last section, I
evaluate the strategies to determine their contribution
to viable deep polder landscapes using the criteria
functionality, future proofness, fitness in the current
water system, and equity.
5.1 Deep polder inventory
This section inventoried and mapped the landscape
characteristics found in the previous chapter. These
landscape characteristics determine the best suitable
salinization adaptation measure for each polder
concerning each strategy. Figure 57 indicates all 32
polders of the Zoetermeer’s deep polder landscape.
Polders differ in size, soil, salinization type, landuse, and amount of build environment. Each of these
characteristics is examined in the polder characteristic
scheme (appendix C) and represented with a map shown
on the next page. The polder inventory demonstrates
a great variety of landscape characteristics within the
Zoetermeer’s deep polder landscape.

Figure 57: 32 deep polders managed by three water boards:

Rijnland

Schieland

Delfland
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Water structure
A: Consecutive / dense surface water network
A consecutive water structure allows water managers to
control seepage precisely and locally. Almost all polders
have a relatively intact water structure. Here the water
structure supports the polder’s primary function, namely
managing water for agriculture. In densely built polders,
the water structure is bad, such as de Palensteinse
polder, because the water structure’s focus shifted
towards esthetical value.
Intact

Figure 58: Map indicating the surface water network per polder.

Bad

Largely intact

B: Ringvaart or comparative water structure
Polders with a ringvaart can let water in from many
directions, creating the opportunity to flush effectively.
Consequently, a ringvaart challenges the possibility of
connecting the polder’s surface waters directly to develop
a consecutive brackish water network. Most polders in
the east partly contain a ringvaart, whereas polder in the
west hasn’t.

Yes

Figure 59: Map indicating ringvaarten in the polder landscape.

No

Partly

C & D: Possibility to discharge on open (brackish) water
In polders that can discharge brackish water can allow
saline seepage in the landscape. The Zuidplaspolder
can discharge water directly to brackish ‘’open water’’
because it discharges water towards the Hollandse
IJssel. All other polders don’t have a direct possibility to
discharge brackish water. Of course, possibilities can be
created via e.g. brackish boezems.

Yes

Figure 60: Map indicating polders that have a possibility to

No

Soil
E & F: Soil type (including rest peat)
The soil type determines how salinization develops in
the future and what adaptations are possible. Almost all
polders consist of stable soils such as sabulous clay or
clay. There is rest peat at the polder’s edges in the north,
southeast, south, and west.

Sabulous
clay

Clay

Unknown

Peat

discharge brackish water.

Figure 61: Map indicating soil types per polder.

G & H: Groundwater table (GWT)
The groundwater table (GWT) provides information
about the average depth of the groundwater. The GWT
determines what land-use is possible and how much
we can increase surface water levels before changing
land-use. Relatively wet polders are found at the polder’s
edges in the southeast, southwest, and northwest. From
the northeast to the center, the polders are medium dry.
In the polder’s center, there are dry polders.
Dry
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Medium dry

Wet

Figure 62: Map indicating the average groundwater tables.
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Land-use
I & J: Amount of build environment
The amount of build environment determines the
applicability of adaptation measures. Densely built
polders, such as the Alexanderpolder, are hardly
possible to flood, whereas in polders with a high amount
of build environment controlling seepage is a promising
strategy. Densely built polders are found near Rotterdam,
Zoetermeer, and the greenhouse cluster Bleiswijk. Other
polder’s building structure is less dense.
High

Medium

Figure 63: Map indicating the amount of build environment.

Low

K & L: Land-use salt tolenance
Currently, land-use in many polders is already adapted
to salinization and therefore tolerance to salts. In
these polders, such as Zoetermeerse meerpolder, it is
possible to increase the salinity without affecting landuse. Especially in the Noordplaspolder there’s land-use
sensitive to salts. Legend item ‘’Does not apply’’ refers
to greenhouses with their own water supply. Numbers
in legend refer to the amount of chloride in mg/L.
Moderate
1500 Tolerant < 800 sensitive <250 Sensitive

Does not
apply

Salinization
M & N: Hydraulic head (in relation to ground level)
High hydraulic heads ensure a high seepage flux and a
lot of boil activity. When the hydraulic head is higher than
the ground level, it can only suppress salinization via
flooding. The hydraulic head exceeds ground level in the
polders north, northeast, and south of the deep polder
landscape. In polders towards the center and southeast
edge, the hydraulic head is averagely 60 to 100 cm. below
ground level.
High

Low

Figure 64: Map indicating the land-use salt tolerance per polder.

Figure 65: Map indicating the hydraulic head per polder.

O & P: Seepage type
The salinization map demonstrates the different seepage
types in the deep polder landscape. The more localized
boils require other adaptation measures than diffuse
seepage that is spread throughout the polders. A high
hydraulic head ensures a lot of seepage and boil activity
in the polders northeast. The center of the deep polder
landscape suffers from less amount of saline seepage.
Through the landscape, there is a paleochannel network.
Diffuse low

Diffuse high

Paleochannel
belts

Figure 66: Map indicating seepage types per polder.

Q & R: Saline seepage flux
The combination of seepage type and hydraulic head
determines the seepage flux. The amount of seepage
entering the polder determines the chloride level and
the function we can assign to a polder. A lot of saline
seepage challenges freshwater landscapes but creates
opportunities for brackish landscapes. High seepage
fluxes are found in the polders north, northeast and
south. In the west, the seepage flux is low.
High

Medium

Low

Figure 67: Map indicating the seepage flux per polder.
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limited paleochannel seepage, makes the estimated
seepage flux low.

5.2 Designing viable strategies
Framing the study area
For the strategy study, I decided to focus on a transect of
the polder (see figure 69). The study area includes parts of
the following polders, from east to west: Oostmeerpolder,
Noordpolder, Bleiswijkse polder, Tweemanspolder,
Eendragtspolder, and the Zuidplaspolder. Figure 68
visualizes 10 transects of the study area, indicating the
variety of landscape characteristics representing the
focus area.

Intactness of
water structure

Partly

Possibility to
discharge on
open water

Largely
intact

Pressence of a
ringvaart

1. Oostmeerpolder
The Oostmeerpolder is a wet polder that consists of a
relatively intact water structure. Nature and recreation
are the main functions of the polder. These functions
make the polder relatively sensitive for salinization. The
low hydraulic head, combined with diffuse seepage and
Largely
intact

2. Noordpolder
Large greenhouses clusters dominate the Noordpolder.
Its surface water structure is relatively intact, and the
water level medium dry. This polder suffers similar
saline seepage as the Oostmeerpolder.
3. Bleiswijkse polder
The Bleiswijkse polder’s land-use is similar to the
Noordpolder. A large number of greenhouses dominate
the landscape, and near Bleiswijk and the Rotte, there
is a recreational forest. The low hydraulic head causes a
low amount of diffuse and paleochannel seepage.
4. Tweemanspolder
The Tweemanspolder is a typical arable land deep polder
with a deep groundwater level and large parcels. There

Intact

Largely
intact

Bad

Partly

Partly

Partly

Partly

No

No

No

Yes

No

Soil type

Clay
Sabulous clay
Clay

GWT

Wet

Peat

Dry

Wet

Medium dry

Medium dry
Figure 68: Transects of the study area, indicating landscape differences.
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are no buildings. Salinization compares to the Bleiswijkse
polder.
5. Eendragtspolder
The Eendragtspolder is a medium-dry polder that is
largely transformed into a regional stormwater buffer.
Water storage, recreation, and nature are its primary
functions. The polder’s water structure has changed to
support its functions.
6. Zuidplaspolder
The Zuidplaspolder is the only polder that has the
opportunity to discharge brackish water. Agriculture is
its primary function. The peat area in the east requires a
high water level, whereas the rest of the polder is medium
dry. Together with paleochannel belts and boils, the high
hydraulic head results in an expected high seepage flux.

High

Hydraulic head
Seepage type
Seepage flux

Low

High

Medium

Low

Land-use salt
tolerance

Amount of build
environment

Figure 69: The study area is a transect of the deep polder landscape.

Does not apply

Sensitive
Moderate sensitive

Tolerant

Low

Medium

Medium

High

Medium

Diffuse high

Seepage
low

Boils
Paleochannel low

Low

Low

Paleochannel high

Low

High

Low
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Suppressing seepage I freshwater landscape
This strategy applies measures that, for as much as
possible, suppress seepage resulting in a freshwater
landscape. In all deep polders west and directly east
of the Rotte, the combination of low seepage flux and
relatively low hydraulic head determines to increase the
water level. The Tweemanspolder requires extra canals
to drain the land and preserve its primary function: arable
farming. In the Eendragtspolder, water level increase
causes too wet conditions for arable farming, requiring a
land-use change towards grasslands.
The high seepage flux, high hydraulic head, and the

relatively high amount of build environment in the
Zuidplaspolder opposes the possibility of suppressing
seepage, demanding to control seepage using a narrow
network of brackish and freshwater canals. Deep water
bottoms attract saline seepage, whereas the less deep
canals will stay fresh. The brackish surface water is
discharged into the Hollandse IJssel.
In the rest peat area, I stimulate peat development to,
over time, improve the protection against salinization.
In the rest of the polder, a fine network of brackish and
fresh canals will effectively capture saline seepage and
provide freshwater.

Figure 70: Design map of adaptation strategy suppressing seepage.

Figure 71: Cross-section of the strategy suppressing seepage, indicating the influence of seepage on the water system and land-use.
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The Groenzoom, wet nature area
including recreation routes

Fine surface water network,
extensive agriculture

Peat development in the peat
zone, including recreation

Greenhouse area, expanding
surface water, freshwater nature

Flower rich meadow lands in the
Eendragtspolder

Subtile natural height differences
create different habitats

Emphazise land division by
expanding surface water

Helophyte filter (reed swamps) in
the water buffer

Create extra water buffer near the
Rotte, combined with recreation

Network of brackish and fresh
surface water, arable land

Forest swamp near Moordrecht,
soft transition between city and
peat landscape

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5 km
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Allowing seepage I brackish landscape
In this strategy, I propose the opposite of the previous
strategy. All measures are focused on allowing seepage
into the landscape and thereby realizing brackish water
circumstances. In the western polders that suffer from
low seepage flux, surface waters attract seepage by
lowering the water level and water bottoms. In these
polders, basal peat causes to attract diffuse seepage,
making it challenging to increase salinity significantly.
In the paleochannel structure, boils might develop,
contributing to brackish circumstances. In all polders, I
introduce helophytes, such as reed swamps, to mitigate
eutrophication.

In the Tweemanspolder and Eendragtpolder, I apply the
same measures. In these polders, agriculture should
change towards brackish tolerant crops because of the
slightly increasing chloride concentration.
The Zuidplaspolder already suffers from a high seepage
flux. Low surface water levels will attract more saline
seepage. The increasing salinity limits agricultural
productivity, requiring land-use change. The paleochannel
belt (as salt source) will be transformed into a nature and
recreation area for new urban developments. The water
from the Zuidplaspolder is discharged towards the peat
zone to keep the peat wet.

Figure 72: Design map of adaptation strategy allowing seepage.

Figure 73: Cross-section of the strategy allowing seepage, indicating the influence of seepage on the water system and land-use.
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Groenzoom, diffent habitats, fresh
to brackish and recreation

Brackish tolerant arable lands,
halophytes along the Rotte

New urban environment,
landscape inclusive, green living

Greenhouse area, a lot of
helophytes to filter surface water

Water buffer with halophyte filter

Paleochannel landscape park, open
water, brackish nature, routing

Helophyte structure along the
Rotte

Dry water byffer, park, open
swamps enclosed swamp forests

Brackish water boezem, swamp,
hard transition towards Moordrecht

0

0.5

1
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2
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Controlling seepage I fresh and brackish landscape
To control seepage, I introduce groundwater
decompresses. These groundwater decompresses
actively pump seepage from the first aquifer to discharge
it via a surface water network. The Noordpolder and
Bleiswijkse polder lack an alternative discharge method
counter the possibility to discharge brackish water. As
such, greenhouses use groundwater decompresses as
a water source. The Oostmeer polder will remain fresh
because the area will turn into an infiltration area.
In the Tweemanspolder, and Eendragtspolder
groundwater decompresses are located at the edge of

the polders. Here they form a brackish nature structure
emphasizing the Rotte. The remaining land of the polders
can be used as arable lands, cultivating freshwaterdependent crops. Other parts of the polder won’t be
affected by seepage, allowing to enlarge the parcellation
to agriculture productivity.
In the Zuidplaspolder, artificial boils are located on top
of the paleochannel belts. This area already suffers the
most salinization. The rest of the polder becomes an
infiltration zone, offering fertile soil for capital intensive
farming. The paleochannel structure transports brackish
water towards the brackish boezem near Moordrecht.

Figure 74: Design map adaptation strategy controlling seepage.

Figure 75: Cross-section of strategy controlling seepage, indicating the influence of seepage on the water system and land-use.
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The Groenzoom, nature area
including recreation routes

Brackish water boezem east of
the Rotte

Paleochannel belt, nature and
recreation network

Greenhouse area, artificial boils as
water source

Freshwater demanding productive
agriculture

Brackish water meadow lands

Surface water remains fresh,
offering space for aquatic nature

Helophyte filter (reed swamps) in
the water buffer

Brackish water boezem west of
the Rotte, park structure and
recreation

Dry and wet water buffer on top of
a paleochannel belt

Moordrecht part of the brackish
water boezem, soft landscape city transition
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5.3 Strategy evaluation
Suppressing seepage - freshwater landscape

Allowing seepage - brackish water landscape

Functionality
The functionality of a freshwater demanding deep polder
is not impacted much compared to the current situation.
In the Eendragtspolder, increasing surface water levels
require land-use change, towards grasslands. To control
salinization in the Zuidplaspolder, a narrow network of
fresh/brackish canals downscale the landscape and limit
efficient large scale agriculture. Additionally, the rest peat
area, that consists of a large part of the Zuidplaspolder,
should be wetted to prevent future salinization. On the
other hand, in the natural Oostmeerpolder, the increasing
surface water level can enhance local nature values and
occasionally be used as water storage for the boezem.

Functionality
Increasing salinity will affect the landscape’s productivity.
In the Oostmeerpolder, Noordpolder, and Bleiswijkse
polder, it is impossible to increase the salinity because
the basal peat layer limits attract more saline seepage.
In the Tweemanspolder, Eendragtspolder, particularly
the Zuidplaspolder, increasing salinity will affect the
farmer’s crop choice and the use of surface water for
irrigation making the land more sensitive for droughts.
As such, these polders are less attractive for agriculture,
allowing it to be used for urban expansion or developing
nature areas.

Future proofness
The strategy can be considered future proof because
increasing surface water levels will, on the one hand stop
saline seepage flow. On the other hand, it will increase
the amount of freshwater stored in the landscape. This
strategy will make the landscape much more robust
regarding periods of droughts.
Fitness in current water system
The landscape will be completely fresh, allowing to
use the existing boezem - polder relationship. Mainly
when the Oostmeerpolder is used as additional water
storage for the boezem, this strategy will of extra value
for the current water system. On the other hand, when
the surface water is increased in the Noordpolder, and
Bleiswijkse polder, the surface water level cannot rise
a lot without causing floodings. This can be challenging
considering a large number of greenhouses in the polder.
Extra effort is needed to find additional surface water
capacity near or within the polder. It can be considered
to transform the Eendragtspolder completely towards a
regional water buffer.
Equity
Since current land-use is already based on the
freshwater conditions, this strategy won’t enhance many
land-use changes in the Oostmeerpolder, Noordpolder,
and Bleiswijkse polder. In the Zuidplaspolder and
Eendragtspolder, the surface water level increase
drastically affects contemporary agriculture, forcing
farmers to change their practices. In conclusion, when
suppressing seepage, complete polders are to be
involved. Land-use is less affected in polders that don’t
need a drastic water level increase. Polders that require
a high water level increase to compensate hydraulic head
requires land-use change.
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A large amount of fresh rainwater will affect the chloride
concentration of the Noordpolder and Bleiswijkse
polder’s surface waters. It causes fluctuations regarding
the salinity level that might affect the development of a
healthy brackish water ecosystem.
Future proofness
When transforming the polder brackish, it is hard to
change it back. This makes the strategy less adaptable
in the future. From the moment of transformation, only
brackish tolerant land-use can be sustained. On the
other hand, the polder is less freshwater dependent,
making it from that perspective futureproof. There is no
need for extra effort to stop salinization.
Fitness in current water system
When the polder is transformed brackish, it is not
possible to use the current boezem system anymore.
Consequently, the existing boezem system becomes
unnecessary, posing whether to use it for the discharge
of brackish water. The presence of freshwater demanding
nature around the Rotte opposes this possibility. This
demands a new brackish discharge water system.
However, especially for polder located towards the polder
landscape’s center, it can become challenging to design
an effective discharge system.
Equity
When the salinity is increased in the complete landscape
it affects all land-users. Farmers have to change crops;
water ecosystems have to transform; garden owners
cannot use the water for irrigation; etc. In short, all users
of the polder will experience the consequences without
having the opportunity to decide differently, making it
less equitable.
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Controlling seepage - fresh / brackish water landscape

5.4 Conclusions

Functionality
The fresh/brackish landscape produces the most
productive landscapes. Mainly due to the use of
groundwater decompresses. This allows us to assign
locations that attract saline seepage, whereby
neighboring areas will remain fresh. This principle
offers the possibility to design a highly efficient brackish/
freshwater landscape that uses strengths of both
strategies, as demonstrated in the Zuidplaspolder. On
the other hand, it is crucial to be critical when assigning
brackish and freshwater polders. For example, under the
Oostmeerpolder, a layer of basal peat naturally prevents
saline seepage. The use of groundwater decompresses
will thereby degrade the function of this layer.

This chapter answers the following research
question: How can salinization adaptation strategies
contribute to viable deep polder landscapes?

Future proofness
This strategy can be considered future proof for the
Zuidplaspolder, because of its efficient freshwater use.
This strategy no longer requires flushing, because saline
seepage will exfiltrate in assigned locations. As such,
freshwater will remain complete fresh, whereas the
assigned brackish water areas can develop brackish
water ecology. Therefore, this strategy allows us to
preserve a highly productive and healthy Zuidplaspolder.
In the other polders, groundwater decompresses will
only lead to future proof landscapes when there’s the
possibility to discharge this brackish water.
Fitness in current water system
The biggest challenge related to the strategy controlling
it to discharge brackish water. The introduction of
groundwater decompresses, and thereby brackish
water, stresses the use of current boezem system for the
discharge of water. In the area the Zuidplaspolder has
the possibility to discharge brackish water directly to the
IJssel, whereas in other polders an alternative might be
challenging. On the other hand it is positive when polders
no longer discharge brackish water the water quality in
the boezem system will improve.

To some extent, it is possible to make all strategies
function. However, some factors make one
strategy more applicable than another. Landscape
characteristics are decisive, whether realizing
particular circumstances is viable in the polder.
It is not viable to suppress or allow seepage
completely in this deep polder landscape using a
landscape approach. The basis peat layer’s presence
prevents realizing brackish circumstances in the
polders Oostmeerpolder, Noordpolder, Bleiswijk,
and Tweemanspolder. Since the seepage inflow in
these polders is relatively low, it can be slowed down
relatively quickly by increasing surface water levels.
As such, this is an effective strategy in polders with
a large amount of build environment. On the other
hand, the large amount of seepage inflow in the
Zuidplaspolder opposes creating a freshwater based
deep polder.
Groundwater decompresses allow us to develop a
contrastful fresh/brackish landscape and provide
landscape opportunities for agriculture, nature,
and recreation. However, when there is a basis
peat layer, as natural saline seepage protection, it
is not considered viable, as one tries to bypass this
layer. Besides, artificial boils attract large amounts
of seepage that needs to be discharged out of the
polder. This might be challenging in polders more
to the middle of the deep polder landscape. Despite
these challenges, a combination of freshwater
and brackish water deep polders leads to the most
promising regional salinization adapted landscapes.

Equity
The precision of this strategy allows us to efficiently
distribute saline seepage between the deep polder
landscape. Hereby, a polder that serves freshwater
nature goals can develop freshwater, at the cost of
already severe salinized areas. This mechanisms create
the opportunity to mitigate salinization within a deep
polder landscape.
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6. Opportunities study I Masterplan
Previous chapters investigated which salinization
adaptation strategies best fit the deep polders concerning
local landscape characteristics. This chapter examines
how adaptation strategies can best be adapted to the
landscape, meaning how it can be implemented in the
deep polder landscape’s spatial forms and structures.
Firstly, I define what the most effective adaptation
strategy per polder is.

A. Type of salinization

4 6
2
1
3

5

6.1 Defining the salinization adaptation strategy
It showed that four landscape characteristics are
most important when determining the best adaptation
strategies, namely; the type of saline seepage entering
the polder (see A, figure 76), hydraulic head in relation
to the groundwater level (see B, figure 76), amount of
build environment (see C, figure 76), and the possibility
to discharge on open water (see D, figure 76).
In the western polders (see polder 1-2-3-4-5, figure 76),
suppressing seepage is the most effective adaptation
strategy for four reasons: these polders suffer from
relatively low brackish diffuse and paleochannel seepage;
the hydraulic head doesn’t exceed the ground surface;
there is a relatively high amount of build environment;
there’s no possibility to discharge brackish water. As
such, all applied adaptation measures are focused
on suppressing saline seepage. Therefore, no saline
seepage will enter the polder resulting in water staying
fresh, allowing it to exchange water with the boezem
system.
In the Zuidplaspolder (see polder 6, figure 76), controlling
seepage is the most effective adaptation strategy. In
this polder, suppressing seepage will require to flood
the polder. The combination of high seepage flux,
high hydraulic head, relatively low amount of build
environment, and the possibility of discharge brackish
water determines controlling seepage is the most
effective strategy. Groundwater decompresses can
attract brackish seepage towards the polder surface, and
paleochannel structure can function as a discharge canal
towards the Hollandse IJssel. Figure 76,E provides an
overview of the applied salinization adaptation strategy
per polder.
In the next section, I study landscape structure and
patterns that I use to determine guidelines to implement
the defined strategy.

B. Hydraulic head
(related to
ground level)

4 6
2
1
3

Above

5

Below

C. Amount of build
environment

4 6
2
1
3

High

5

Low

D. Possibility to
discharge
brackish water

4 6
2
1
3

Yes

5

No

E. Adaptation
strategy

4 6
2

Suppress
Control - fresh
Control - brackish

1
3

5

Allow - brackish

Figure 76: Determining adaptation strategies per deep polder.
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Figure 77: The complete 6 polders that are part of the transect, indicated on the topographical map.

6.2 Deep polder’s landscape structure
This section elaborates on the landscape’s structures
and patterns that I transform into design guidelines
supporting salinization implementation in section 6.3.
The deep polder landscape’s configuration is rectangular
and functional, which resulted from an efficient
organization supporting its function. These spatial
structures are visible from areal imagery, such as shown
in figure 77. This organization differs from one polder to
another and relates to the polder’s seepage inflow, soil
type, and function. Table 5 provides an overview of the
polder differences regarding their parcellation, water
structure, building structure, and land-use. These
characteristics form the spatial conditions in which the
strategy needs to be implemented.
Cultivation axes are the structural elements in polders
because settlements, parcellation, water management,
and land-use all relate to it (see picture 78). The area’s
first cultivation took place from the banks of the Rotte
(Haarsten & van Beusekom, 2009). The cultivation
sequence created a more programmed polder frontside,
including roads, buildings, and a more quiet backside, that
usually contains less intensive land-use such as nature
and meadowlands. Later in the cultivation sequence, a
new cultivation axis was realized away from the Rotte,
at the Bleiswijkse boezem and the Ringvaart Zuidplas,
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turning the Rotte zone into the polder’s backside.
The size and orientation of the parcellation vary per
polder. The deep polder’s parcellation structure is
perpendicularly orientated on the cultivation axes. In
the southeast of the Zuidplaspolder (6), there is the
original parcellation pattern. In the rest of the study
area, parcels were enlarged to create consecutive large
parcels that fit the size of modern agriculture. Examples
are the Bleiswijkse polder (3), Tweemanspolder (4),
Eendragtspolder (5), and north-east of the Zuidplaspolder
(6).

Figure 78: Cultivation pattern of the deep polders.
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Table 5: The structures and patterns per polder.

There is a hierarchy in the deep polder’s surface water
structure, arranging from small ditches between the
parcels to larger canals such as the Wijken and Tochten.
This hierarchy is visible in relatively intact polders, such
as the Tweemanspolder (4) and the Zuidplaspolder (6). In
somewhat developed polders such as the Noordpolder
(2) and Bleiswijkse polder (3), the hierarchy got lost.
Infrastructure also shows a hierarchical organization.
Main roads are usually planted with trees, supporting the
orientation of deep polders.

demonstrates the spatial concept that is used for the
masterplan showed on the next page. Subsequently,
three parts of this masterplan are further elaborated.

Historic developments support landscape patterns
defined by the cultivation axis, whereas many recent
developments intervene with this structure. Historical
developments are implemented according to clear
principles, and therefore are supporting the landscape
structure. Initially, buildings are located on top of the
cultivation axis, forming a building ribbon showed near
Bleiswijk, Noordeinde, and Zevenhuizen. Recent urban
development took place on the polder bottom and
used principles based on contemporary trends. This
urbanization can be found around all cities and villages.

Distinct the difference between the historic
polder structure and new developments at the
polder bottom.

Two north-south oriented inter-regional networks are
crossing the study area. Firstly, there is the Groenzoom
in the west of the study area, as part of the ‘Groenblauwe
Slinger” this nature connection links Delfland and Het
Groene Hart. Secondly, there is the Rotte-zone. This is
a recreational run-out area and of the importance of the
Rotterdam region.
6.3 Implementation of salinization adaptation
In this section, I formulate design guidelines using
landscape patterns. There are five distinguished
design guidelines. The design guidelines supported
the implementation of salinization adaptation that
emphasizes the landscape structure and contributes
to the deep polder landscape’s readability. Figure 79

Design guidelines for the implementation of salinization
adaptation
Relate the intervention to the cultivation axis,
whereby the frontside and backside of the
polder is respected.

Treat one polder as a complete landscape unit.
Connect local implementations with larger
regional structures such as the Groen Blauwe
Slinger and the Rotte-zone.
Use the hierarchy in the polder to determine
the scale of the implementation.

Figure 79: Spatial concept.
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Masterplan
Oostmeerpolder: Increase water level
i.c.w. peat development. The freshwater
nature reserve will function as a regional
storm water buffer with recreation. This area accentuates
the deep polder landscape’s edge with a diverse area,
including swamps, forests, and open water.
Noordpolder & Bleiswijkse polder:
Increase water level to stop salinization.
Increase the amount of surface water at
the land separation and the polder edges. Large, straight
canals and natural banks form the polder’s nature
network contrary to the greenhouses.
Bleiswijkse polder: Water level increase
and extra surface water emphasize
the polder’s natural backside at the
Rotte. High greenery hides the industrial greenhouses.
Its bicycle paths and walking routes strengthen the
recreational network of the Rotte area.
Tweemanspolder: Increase water level,
downscaling parcellation to secure water
level for arable farming. Small scale
regional, recreation inclusive agriculture. Stormwater
buffer, with swamp nature along the Rotte dike. Further
specified in ‘Elaboration 3’ in next section.
Eendragtspolder: Surface water increase
in combination with forest development.
The forest emphasizes the edge of the
polder, making the polder an explicit landscape unit. The
forest can be a food forest for the local community.
Zuidplaspolder: Groundwater decompres
on top of the paleochannel belts. The
landscape structure’s extension adds
a unique character to Zevenhuizen, founded on the
brackish surface water. It provides space for nature,
recreation, and new urban developments.
Zuidplaspolder: Groundwater decompres
on top of paleochannel belts. Provide
space for a landscape park through the
deep polder. It is programmed near villages and natural in
the middle of the polder. Further specified in ‘Elaboration
1’ in next section.
Zuidplaspolder: Groundwater decompes
on top of paleochannel belts. Brackish
meadows provide opportunities for
agriculture in the paleochannel belts. Its brackish
ecosystem increases local biodiversity and landscape
diversity.
Zuidplaspolder: Water level increase in
the peat area. The peat area temporarily
stores surface water from paleochannel
structure, and the brackishwater boezem. Further
specified in ‘Elaboration 2’ in next section.

0

0.5

Figure 80: Salinization adaptation masterplan.
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Elaboration 1 groundwater decompresses Zuidplaspolder

Figure 81: Groundwater decompresses implemented in the paleochannel structure.

The paleochannel structure is a new structural element
in de Zuidplaspolder that combines multiple objectives.
This structure’s primary purpose is to attract brackish
groundwater using groundwater actively decompresses,
exfiltrate it to the surface water, and discharge it out of
the polder. Two dikes are constructed on the edges of
the paleochannel structure, separating the freshwater
side of the polder with the brackish water paleochannel
structure (see figure 81). This separation allows us to
manage water quality and to prevent eutrophication due
to salinization.

levels that contribute to developing brackish nature. In
the design, I support a diversity of brackish habitats by
developing shallow and deep waters, steep and gentle
slopes, open and enclosed waters. As such, habitats can
develop that attract wildlife like the Eurasian spoonbills,
and maybe even flamingos. Near cities and villages,
the paleochannel structure functions as a landscape
park, facilitating recreational functions like adventurous
playgrounds, walking routes, and cycling routes. Away
from the cities, there is more emphasis on its natural
function, whereby recreationists cannot enter the area
but only experience it from the edges. Here, observation
posts support wild life watching.

Groundwater decompresses create brackish water
conditions in the paleochannel structure. In the
paleochannel structure, the water level follows a seasonal
pattern, starting high in the winter, and sinking towards
the summer. This results in periodic high chloride

The arable lands outside the paleochannel structure will
be productive because of the freshwater abundance. The
groundwater decompresses attract seepage creating
a downward groundwater flow in the agricultural area.
The result is that no saline seepage enters this part of

Groundwater decompresses in the Zuidplaspolder
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the polder, realizing complete freshwater in the surface
waters. This freshwater can be used for irrigation of the
freshwater demanding agriculture. It forms the habitat
for freshwater ecosystems that live in the water and on
the ecological banks. The freshwater conditions turn the
Zuidplaspolder into a productive polder, stopping current
the polder’s ‘‘urbanization’’ trend.
There’s a contrast between the rectangular productive
arable lands and the organic shaped natural paleochannel
structure. These two contrasting landscape units create
a sublime landscape.

Groundwater decompresses attract seepage
deep from the first aquifer.
Water levels fluctuate following natural patterns,
creating dry banks and reed vegetation.
Deep and shallow waters interchange,
supporting a biodiverse brackish ecosystem.
Infiltration realizes freshwater in the canals, and
parcels supporting freshwater ecosystems.
Freshwater demanding agriculture, such as
flowers bulbs and floriculture.
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Elaboration 2 brackish water boezem Moordrecht

Figure 82: Brackish water boezem near Moordrecht.

Brackish water boezem, Moordrecht
In this zone, a high hydraulic head and a lot of boil activity
result in a large seepage flux containing a high chloride
concentration. As such, allowing brackish seepage and
changing land-use is for this area the best adaptation
strategy. Moreover, because there is the possibility to
discharge brackish water.
The brackish boezem is part of a continuous structure
that follows the deep polder landscape’s border towards
pumping station Abraham Kroes. Therefore, the brackish
boezem’s primary function is to transport and to store
water. Near Moordrecht, I divided the boezem area
into two parts (see figure 82). One part is a “peoples”
connection, allowing recreationists to enter and use the
site. The other part is a natural connection, allowing
ecology to migrate through the deep polder landscape
quietly.
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In the design, I tried to soften the countryside transition
towards Moordrecht’s new urban development and
connect the city with the countryside. Its high reeds and
occasional trees soften the view from the landscape to
the Moordrecht. Tree lanes and natural surface waters
spatially connect the inner city with the countryside.
Nearby Moordrecht, the brackish water boezem provides
recreational functions to the city. From Moordecht,
citizens can quickly enter the area. Walking routes
allow recreationists to use the site. Citizens can use a
continuous waterway for sailing and canoeing.
Nature in the brackish boezem can benefit from its
connections with the Hollandse IJssel. This allows
species such as the eel, to migrate from and towards the
area. Within the polder, a brackish/freshwater gradient
facilitates regional biodiversity. Reeds will dominate the
site because it can survive under these circumstances.
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The large amounts of reeds will provide habitat for reed
inhabitants, such as the Harrier. Rainwater infiltration
results in freshwater lenses in the parcels, allowing
trees to grow.
The paleochannel structure discharges its brackish
water into this system. During heavy rain events, the
brackish water boezem requires extra storage capacity,
that takes place in the rest peat area located to the
south of Moordrecht. Extra beneficial is the insight that
brackish water might slow down peat oxidation (Brouns
et al., 2014).

Programmed brackish boezem with walking
paths near Moordrecht.
Natural parts of the brackish boezem, transition
from reeds and dry banks to enhance biodiversity.
Boils increase chloride concentrations, and
create brackish-salt / freshwater transitions.
Dike seperates the brackish boezem, and
provides space for recreationists.
Meadowlands with cows grazing outside the
brackish boezem.
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Elaboration 3 water level increase Tweemanspolder

Figure 83: Surface water level increase, including a stormwater buffer in the Tweemanspolder.

Tweemanspolder
In the Tweemanspolder, increasing surface water level is
the most effective adaptation measure. The water level
increase of approximately 50 centimeters is enough to
stop salinization but requires an alteration in the polder’s
water management and land-use change.
The increased surface water level requires a stormwater
buffer to prevent floodings during heavy rainfall. I propose
to transform a zone directly bordering the Rotte into this
water storage (see figure 83). This area emphasizes
the polder’s natural backside and strengthens the
recreational structure following the Rotte. This zone
receives the polder’s abundant water quickly and releases
it gradually to the Rotte. Large rectangular reed plots
filter the surface water and provide habitat for wildlife.
Boardwalks allow recreationists to cross this area and to
enter the arable fields.
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In the rest of the polder, the downscaled parcellation
secures enough drainage for the arable fields. The small
parcels and the relatively high groundwater level doesn’t
fit modern, efficient arable farming. Therefore, land-use
changes towards less intensive, arable agriculture.
To extensify farming practices, additional functions will
be included in the polder, determining a different land
organization. Small-scale strip cultivation contributes to
a diverse landscape supporting nature and recreation.
The flower-rich vegetation bordering the arable lands,
on the one hand, provide natural pollinators to the crops.
On the other hand, recreationists can harvest these
flowers from the recreational routes through the arable
lands. On the parcels, the farmers cultivate crops that
recreationists and citizens can buy at the farm shop.
With this, buying healthy vegetables will be part of the
recreational route following the Rotte.
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The Tweemanspolder will no longer be a monotonous
deep polder focused on food production. Instead, the
polder’s salinization adaption creates opportunities
for recreation, nature, water storage, agriculture and
contributes to the landscape.

The dike of the Rotte is part of a recreational
network, connecting the polder with Rotterdam.
Stormwater buffer combined with nature. Reed
banks and micro relief enhance diverse habitats.
Recreational route through the buffer.
Dam seperates the stormwater buffer with the
rest of the polder’s surface water.
Recreationist can walk through the extensive
arable fields. Picking flowers from the fields edges.
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7. Discussion & conclusion
This chapter elaborates and evaluates the outcomes
of this research. The discussion critically evaluates
this research and relates it to contemporary trends in
salinization research, landscape design, and challenges.
The next section describes the main conclusions related
to the research questions. In three steps this section
elaborates towards salinization adaptation strategies
that help to enhance polder viability. Finally, the
recommendations propose topics for further research.
7.1 Discussion
Collaborative salinization adaptation water boards
Contrary to contemporary salinization adaptation (de
Louw et al., 2007), the results of this research indicate
that salinization adaptation is a regional challenge that
transcends the jurisdictional borders of different water
boards. A regional approach is necessary to effectively
adapt to salinization in ways that local adaptations, bound
by administrative boundaries, cannot. To illustrate this:
the 32 different polders in the case study area fall within
de jurisdication of three water boards, resulting in three
different approaches aimed at reducing salinization.
Although, this research concludes that regional, transjurisdictional salinization strategies could produce more
viable deep polder landscapes, it is not obvious future
salinization adaptation will. When I asked an officer of
the water board about this, his answer was: ‘’you would
like to give our polder to the neighbors, haha’’ (Appendix
A). Although this was meant as a joke, it confirms the
water board are adapting to this challenge themselves.
A collaboration between water boards is not an utopy,
since it already happened to prevent regional droughts
using the Kleinschalige Wateraanvoer (Ministerie
van Verkeer en Waterstaat, 2017). My results indicate
that water boards profit from an overarching strategy
concerning salinization. Rijnland can discharge brackish
water via the outlet in Schieland. In return, Rijnland could
also transport freshwater towards Schieland, because
Rijnland’s inlet points are less sensitive for salinization.
This collaborative water management can happen in the
Zoetermeer landscape via a freshwater and brackish
water boezem that transcends polder borders. A
regional salinization adaptation strategy enables water
boards to mitigate salinization efficiently. Ultimately
this saves effort concerning salinization adaptation, and
consequently, financial resources.
A landscape approach to salinization adaptation requires
water boards to take a directing role in order to balance
the interests of water users with the opportunities and
limitations imposed by the landscape. Velstra et al. (2009),

made an overview of adaptation measures, and divided
them into water users measures, water managers
measures, and policy measures. Complementary to
their results, my results uncovered that a landscape
approach to salinization adaptation starts with a strategy
determined by water boards. If we want to adapt deep
polders to salinization, the responsibility oftenly lies
not with its land-users in the first place. Where waterusers often have knowledge of the underlying lands
that it possesses and manages, a water board has
knowledge of the landscape characteristics of its entire
management area. As such, water boards are much
more equipped with knowledge to determine a suitable
strategy for a polder. Subsequently, water users, but
also other landowners, and project developers, can
implement adaptation measures that contribute to the
chosen strategy.
Salinization adaptation and landscape characteristics
The deep polder’s diversity of landscape characteristics
opposes the possibility to apply ‘’One size fits all’’
measures. In contemporary research the influence of
landscape characteristics doesn’t receive the attention
they should have. De Louw et al. (2010), in 2010 already
demonstrated that there are three types of saline
seepage, water boards still don’t use that knowledge
to adapt effectively. Water boards have the intention
to increase water levels in areas where salinization is
severe because of the high hydraulic head difference,
and a lot of boil activity (van Bakel et al. 2013). However,
when the hydraulic head difference is 1,5 meters, and
the water level is increased drastically with 40 cm,
there is still a considerable difference that causes large
seepage fluxes. In such cases, water boards face a lot of
resistance from local land-users, whereby the measure
won’t reduce the seepage flow completely and is not
100% effective. My results indicate that it is much more
useful to control saline seepage flows in these areas,
and to discharge it properly. instead, increasing surface
water levels is much more effective in areas with low
hydraulic heads, because a relatively small water level
increase can completely stop internal salinization.
Current adaptation measures are all focussed on
interventions in the water system, whereas changing
land-use is well studied. Currently, water managers
freshen polders that suffer from a large seepage flux to
sustain its freshwater demanding land-use. This poses
the question of whether we should conserve freshwater
demanding land-use in highly salinized polders. In line
with Velstra & de Vries (2008) this research advocates
for differentiated salinization adaptation, that besides,
based on land-use, is determined by local landscape
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characteristics. As such, we should critically evaluate
whether we should try to conserve the land-use in polders
at all costs (high freshwater demand) or transform
towards less sensitive land-use types. Especially, in the
light of other spatial challenges with high freshwater
demand. For example, to prevent peat oxidation in
Holocene-Netherlands, a lot of freshwater is needed to
secure surface water levels. Since we now know that
water from the peatlands will leak into the deep polders,
a continuous freshwater supply is essential, but not
always secured due to climate change. This thesis poses
a new perspective concerning land-use change when
deep polders to salinization.
The benefits of salinization
Complementary to Velstra & de Vries (2008) and Paulissen
et al, (2011), I found that combining salinization adaptation
with other spatial challenges can create additional
benfits, such as water buffering, recreation, urbanization,
or natural development. As such, salinization adaptation
can be the solution for other challenges within the
landscape. This fits contemporary hydraulic engineering,
with good examples such as Room for the River (Verweij
et al., 2017), and integral designed water buffers as in
the Eendragtspolder (Bobbink, 2016). Salinization is the
next challenge in this trend of interdisciplinary thinking.
It is crucial that we don’t see salinization as a problem
that should be solved by water boards, but that we search
for challenges overlapping in deep polders. Actually,
all spatial developments in deep polders should keep
salinization in mind to determine how each project can
contribute to salinization adaptation. Water boards and
decision-makers can determine overarching adaptation
strategies. Landscape architects can have an essential
role in this process by combining the technical knowledge
needed for adaptation, with the creative solutions needed
for succesful implementation of adaptations.
The results also show that the strict freshwater objectives
prevalent in deep polders limit the opportunities and
possibilities that are created by allowing for and utilizing
saline seepage. Currently, salinization occurs differently
throughout different polders, but we try to minimize its
effect. Only when salinization in polders becomes too
severe, we experience the aesthetical and ecological
values of brackish polders like the Klaarkamperpolder.
By allowing or controlling saline seepage in certain parts
of the landscape, we might be able to produce more
viable landscapes. When we control brackish seepage,
we create opportunities for both freshwater and brackish
water demanding land-use types. As such, salinization
adaptation can contribute to diverse, interesting deep
polder landscapes, whereby agriculture, nature,
recreation, and urbanization can all utilize the landscape
sustainably.
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7.2 Conclusions
SQ 1: What are the mechanisms of salinization in Dutch
deep polders that are open for intervention through a
landscape approach?
The results show that salinization is location-specific
and it varies between polders. The soil composition
and hydraulic pressure determine the location of the
seepage, the seepage type, and the amount of seepage. A
basis peat layer in the soil separates the fresh Holocene
confining layer, with the saline first aquifer. This layer is
hardly penetrable for upward seepage flows, resulting in
hydraulic pressure in the first aquifer. As a rule of thumb,
more saline seepage is expected in areas with high
hydraulic heads, meaning that there is a large height
difference to be found. Consequently, salinization is more
severe at the deep polder landscape’s edges compared
to the center.
Deep polders are the salinization source for the larger
boezem system. Currently all deep polders are connected
with the boezem system to exchange abundant surface
water. When pumping stations discharge saline
affected surface water towards the boezem salinization
challenges complete boezem systems.
Different land-users are affected by salinization
differently. Sensitive to salinization are horticulture,
floriculture, arable lands, and freshwater nature.
Tolerant to salinization are saline tolerant crops such as
sugar cane, onion, cereals, and brackish nature types.
In cities, salinization becomes a problem when surface
waters are used for irrigation.
In conclusion there are two sides of salinization, namely
the physical process of (ground)water flows, and the
land-use types that consider salinization as a problem.
As such, salinization mechanisms can be divided into two
groups: alteration to the water system and alteration to
land-use. The following four salinization mechanisms
are open for landscape design:
Water mechanisms
• Alter the hydraulic head difference to alter the
quantity of saline seepage.
• Use seepage type to specify salinization in the
landscape, and using it as guiding principle when
adapting landscapes.
• Design discharge method of saline affected surface
waters to divert salt to or from sensitive land-uses.
Land-use mechanisms
• Alter landscape sensitivity by changing land-use
functions.
SQ 2: What adaptation measures can deal with
salinization in the deep polders and what landscape
characteristics determine their employability?
Based on the four mechanisms resulting from research
question one I identified 11 salinization adaptation
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Figure 84: Overview with salinization adaptation measures and landscape characteristics.

measures for deep polders. The results show that
these 11 adaptation measures can be divided into three
main types of adaptation: suppressing-, controlling-,
and allowing seepage. The employability of these
adaptation measures is affected by the landscape
characteristics: polder size, water system, land-use,
seepage, and underground. Figure 84 demonstrates the
relation between adaptation measures and landscape
characteristics, in accordance to figure 56 in chapter 4.
When analyzing the landscape characteristics I could
determine which characteristics are required for the
functioning of a measure. Optional are the landscape
characteristics that reflect the possible use of a measure
but aren’t of importance. Landscape characteristics
are limiting, when their presence opposes the use of a
measure. From this scheme I concluded that no single
adaptation measure can be employed in all landscape
conditions and that a combination of adaptation
measures is necessary.
• Suppressing seepage is hardly possible in polders
that consist a large amount of build environment
because a lot of build environment opposes the
possibility the integrally increase the polder surface.
• The disability to discharge to open water is a

•

landscape characteristic limits the employability
of most adaptations, because allowing seepage in
the landscape requires to discharge brackish water
properly.
Adaptations that control seepage are least limited by
landscape characteristics, compared to adaptations
that suppress or allow seepage, because it
consumes less space to implement controlling
adaptation measures. However, the implementation
of controlling measures are often technical, and
do imply the introduction of brackish water in the
landscape, which is not feasible when there is no
opportunity to discharge it.

The model study demonstrated that the deep polder
landscape is not uniform. As such, landscape
characteristics create countless landscape variations
concerning scale, location, soil, seepage flux, seepage
type, water management, land-use. These variations
prevent the use of ‘’One size fits all’’ measures,
demanding a better understanding about deep polder
characteristics.
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SQ 3: How can salinization adaptation strategies
contribute to viable deep polder landscapes?
The objective of this research question was to study
salinization adaptation strategies that enhance the
viability of the deep polder. Adaptation measures
were combined to study comprehensive, and integral
strategies for the case study area. The research through
design resulted in three adaptation strategies. The first
strategy was focussed on suppressing seepage, resulting
in a freshwater landscape. The second strategy allowed
seepage into the landscape, resulting in a brackish
water landscape. The third strategy took control over
salinization, resulting in a combined fresh and brackish
water landscape.
Results from the strategy study show that it is not
viable to allow seepage and thereby develop brackish
circumstances in polders that suffer from a low amount
of seepage. It would take drastic measures that bypass
the natural protection of the basal peat layer to develop
brackish circumstances. In polders that suffer from a
large amount of seepage inflow suppressing seepage
is not viable, because the hydraulic head is too high
meaning that flooding these polders would be the only,
but drastic, option. Therefore, in these polders like the
Zuidplaspolder controlling or allowing seepage leads
to the best strategy under the condition that there’s
the possibility to discharge brackish water. Thus, the
polders researched in this case require a combination
of adaptation strategies to develop the most viable deep
polder landscape.
The three strategies showed that four landscape
characteristics are most important when deciding
on an adaptation strategy; (1) the amount and type of
saline seepage entering the polder, (2) hydraulic head
in relation to the groundwater level, (3) amount of build
environment, and (4) the possibility to discharge on open
water. In this case the other landscape characteristics
are relevant when implementing adaptation measures.
SQ 4: What opportunities for viable polder landscapes
do salinization strategies produce?
In this section I research opportunities that salinization
adaptation strategies create when integrated designed
in the deep polder landscape. It is possible to combine
salinization adaptation with other local challenges/
opportunities, and thereby creating benefits for the
landscape, recreation, nature, urbanization and
agriculture.
When salinization adaptation requires increasing surface
water levels, it is sometimes essential to add extra surface
water such as canals and lakes, because the polder’s
water storage capacity needs to be secured. These
surface waters can emphasize the original cultivation
sequence of the deep polders. This continuous structure
can be beneficial for freshwater ecosystems, and can be
part of a larger ecological network.
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I propose changing to extensive land-use and to introduce
a more recreational inclusive agriculture in polders
where increasing surface water levels would otherwise
require land-use change. Recreational inclusive
agriculture fits higher groundwater levels needed to
suppress seepage and is beneficial for the recreational
network that follows the Rotte banks. On the other hand,
recreational inclusive agriculture provides a perspective
for farmers that otherwise would lose income due to
salinized surface waters.
In polders that suffer from high seepage flux
groundwater decompresses can be beneficial for
agriculture, recreation and nature. Implemented on top
of a paleochannel structure groundwater decompresses
create a brackish water nature network through the deep
polders. Besides nature connection, this continuous
structure can function as a recreation route, that
provides access to the usually inaccessible deep polders.
Groundwater decompresses create fresh surface water
outside the paleochannel structure, that facilitates the
agricultural productivity of the complete deep polder. As
such, this measure revitalizes the region’s agriculture
and therefore prevents the decline and cluttering of this
wanted landscape.
A brackish water boezem can be beneficial for both the
landscape, nature and recreation. The brackish water
boezem following the deep polder landscape’s edge
functions to discharge the saline contaminated water.
When following the edge, it uses the area that is currently
the most severely affected due to boils. However,
designing a structure along the deep polder’s edge could
accentuate the formerly peat bogs border and relate
to the landscape’s history. The brackish water boezem
provides a brackish nature connection throughout the
area, contributing to a brackish/freshwater gradient that
became scarce in the Netherlands. Walking and bicycle
paths and boat routes can facilitate recreation in the area.
Main research question: How can a landscape approach
support Dutch deep polders to adapt to salinization and
thereby increasing their viability?
The research demonstrates that a landscape approach to
salinization adaptation can contribute to the development
of viable deep polders. Various mechanisms behind
salinization of deep polders, that affect the hydrology
and land-use, are open for landscape interventions. A
landscape approach employs adaptation measures that
suppress, control or allow saline seepage. Landscape
characteristics determine the employability of these
adaptation measures. In order to adapt deep polder
landscapes a combined strategy of suppressing, allowing
and controlling seepage offers the most opportunities
for a viable deep polder landscape. As such a landscape
approach doesn’t deliver ‘‘One size fits all’’ measures,
instead it contributes to designing divers deep polder
landscapes. A well designed salinization strategy can
create opportunities to improve ecological qualities,
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reinvigorated agriculture and bolster the recreational
potential of a deep polder landscape.
7.3 Recommendations
This study has increased the complexity of salinization
adaptation because I revealed the deep polder landscape
diversity relevant when adapting deep polders to
salinizatio. Research can support future salinization
adaptation by developing concrete rules and design
guidelines. As such, further research can elaborate
on the relationship between landscape characteristics
and salinization adaptation strategies. Firstly, this
follow-up study should focus on the different landscape
characteristics found in polders, including all deep
polders in the Netherlands to check, and complement
the list of landscape characteristics found in my study.
Secondly, research should study the influence of these
landscape characteristics on salinization adaptation
measures. These model studies can quantify the effect
of salinization measures on seepage flows. This allows
us to examine the effectivity of each measure under
influence of landscape characteristics. Lastly, research
can focus on developing a ‘’decision tree’’ that supports
designers when adapting deep polders to salinization.
The results achieved in my study, combined with these
aditional studies can ultimately result in adaptation
measures that contribute to the viability of the deep
polder landscape.
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Appendix A | Expert interviews
Date:
21-11-2019
Place:
Deltares kantoor, Daltonweg Utrecht
Interviewer:
Adriaan Bicker
Interviewee:
Researcher & expert groundwater
management, PHD on salinization.
1. Can you tell me about what from you expertise is the
biggest challenge in relation to salinization?
Het grootste probleem van verzilting in de droogmakerijen
is dat het vervolgens uit de polder gepompt wordt,
waardoor de hele boezem verzilt raakt, de problematiek
zit niet direct in de polder zelf. Het is de extra zoutlast
op de boezem. Want dit water wordt vervolgens een
probleem voor natuurgebieden, wordt ingelaten in
veenweidegebieden om bodemdaling tegen te gaan. In
die gebieden mag de zoutgehalte niet te hoog worden.
De chloridegehaltes in de polder is voor de landbouw
bijna geen probleem. Omdat het brakke slootwater
nauwelijks in de percelen terecht komt. In droge periode
hoogstens een paar meter van de slootrand. Alleen als
het grondwaterpeil in de percelen lager is dan in de sloot
zal het water langzaam het perceel intrekken, maar dit
is meestal andersom. Dit wordt pas een probleem als
de boeren gaan beregenen, gebeurt in de Noordplas wel
maar dan via eigen inlaten vanuit de boezem voor het
drinken van het vee en beregening.
2. Zijn er uit uw onderzoek andere verschillen ontdekt
tussen oude kleine en nieuwe grote droogmakerijen?
Verschil tussen bijvoorbeeld de Haarlemmermeerpolder,
en de Noordplas polder zijn er wel, maar zit vooral in
het feit dat de Noordplas polder onderdeel is van een
droogmakerij landscape met meerdere droogmakerijen
waaronder de zuidplaspolder, dat nog groter is dan de
Haarlemmermeer. Ander verschil zit bijvoorbeeld in
de Tempelpolder, deze kleine diepe polder ligt sterk
geïsoleerd in een groot veenweidegebied met in de
omgeving hoge grondwaterstanden. Daarom is de
kweldruk in deze polder zeer hoog.
Doordat de stijghoogte afneemt meer naar het midden
van de polder, is de kweldruk ook een stuk lager.
3. For the Noordplas polder and Tempelpolder boils
and paleochannel belts are identified and located very
precisely, for other polders to the south they are not,
what can you say about the occurrence of boils and
paleochannel belts in that area?
De gefundeerde geulen zijn het meest van belang
voor verzilting in een landschap, deze snijden door de
afsluitende laag en liggen op het pleistocene zand.
Uit een studie voor de provincie Zuid-Holland naar de
ontwikkeling van opbarsting kan ik informatie halen voor
de andere polders. Zoutvracht checken in het rapport
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4. Een groot ruimtelijk verschil tussen de polders
rond Zoetermeer en de Haarlemmermeer is dat deze
in kleine delen is ingepolderd. Dit verschil kan benut
worden door bijvoorbeeld in de diepste polder kwel te
stimuleren, waardoor de kweldruk op andere polders
verminderd?
Het principe van kwel stimuleren op de ene plek,
waardoor de stijghoogte verlaagd wordt op de andere
werkt. Maar deze maatregel is minder effectief wanneer
dit centraal in een polder gebeurt. De effecten zijn het
dichtste bij de maatregel. Voorbeeld, maatregel in de MT
polder heeft effect in de directe omgeving, maar 5 km
afstand al niet meer.
Daar waar de problemen zich voordoen moet je ze
aanpakken. Bijvoorbeeld in de Noordplas, 500 meter
langs de dijk en daar de kwel laten komen en iets mee
doen, daardoor de rest van de polder kwelvrij.
Met kwel stimuleren vergroot je het eigenlijke probleem,
je behoudt een grote zoutlast die ergens heen moet.
Sloten geschikt maken voor het vervoer van zout water =
zout water apart afvoeren.
Zoute water afvoeren via bijvoorbeeld de Rotte vind
interviewee een interessante gedachte die zeker verdere
uitwerking verdient. Belangrijk uitgangspunt is dan het
in kaart brengen van het boezemsysteem van Rijnlanden
en Schieland.
5. To date a lot of salinization adaptation measures
are focussing on preserving the status quo: keeping
chloride levels low. From you perspective: do you think
the transformation to a saline landscape is feasible?
Dit kan, maar is zeker geen snelle ontwikkeling.
6. Researchers state that a saline landscape can be
beneficial for ecology and other landscape functions.
To reach to a saline landscape salinization needs to be
enhanced by stimulating the development of boils. What
do you think about this method?
Als je een buis door de deklaag steekt, dan zal het gaan
lopen. Ook kun je makkelijk de dop erop draaien om
de druk te reguleren. Natuurlijke wellen, zijn ontstaan
tijdens het droogmaken van de polder, deze wellen zijn
moeilijk te dichten.
7. Can it be an effective measure to reduce the pressure
of seepage in other polder?
Zie eerdere antwoorden.
8. When the waterboards stop flushing, what will be the
expected amount of chloride in the surface water. Can it
rise up to the same level as in the ground?
Het chloridegehalte van de polder varieert tussen
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de 100-800 mg/L. In extreem droge maanden, met
weinig bijmenging van neerslag, dan ga je naar de
800-1000 mg/L: 1000 mg/L maatgevend voor droge
periode, in de winter daalt dit peil naar de 100-200
mg/L. In de Noordplaspolder wordt zeer weinig water
ingelaten, neerslagoverschot is verreweg de grootste
waterbelasting in de polder. Regenwater zorgt voor het
verdunnen van het zoutgehalte.
9. What do you think are the most effective adaptation
measure to moderate the effects of salinization?
Oplossingsrichting: we laten de polder langzaam
verzilten lost niet het probleem van het zilte water in de
boezem op. Doel: de boezem zo zoet mogelijk houden!!
Meest effectieve gebieden om de maatregelen op de
focussen is aan de randen.
Coastar: het opvangen van diepe zoute grondwater,
waardoor de stijghoogte in de omgeving wordt verlaagd.
Peilopzet heeft alleen maar zin als je dat rigoureus doet,
het stijghoogteverschil is gemiddeld 1,5 meter, wil je
die kwel stoppen dan moet het peil 1,5 meter verhoogd
worden om drukverschil weg te nemen. Landbouw maakt
dit onmogelijk. Peilverhoging van 20 centimeter zou de
kweldruk met 10 procent verminderen.
Peilopzet kun je ook gedifferencieerd inzetten op de
plekken waar de meeste wellen voorkomen.
Bufferzone langs de rand van de polder met peilopzet
zal de zoutlast verminderen. Of juist in deze gebieden de
kwel stimuleren om andere gebieden te ontlasten, wel is
er dan nog steeds een zoutlast op de boezem.
Andere maatregelen:
- Een locatie kwel stimuleren om opbarstrisico van de
omgeving te verlagen;
- Ophogen van de polder;
- Opbouwen van een zoetwaterlens.

daar diep grondwater omhoog. Hierdoor wordt de druk
verlaagd naar het midden van de polder en zakt de
stijghoogte van het eerste watervoerend pakket.
- Stijghoogte wordt bepaald door de grondwaterstand in
de omgeving, omgevingspeil omhoog neemt stijghoogte
elders toe, en vise versa.
- Opbarsting ontstaat als het gewicht van de deklaag
minder is dan de stijghoogte in het watervoerend pakket,
dan wordt de bodem opgedrukt en in de scheuren
ontstaan de wellen.
- De meeste wellen ontstaan daarom waar de deklaag
het dunst is: sloten, in de gefundeerde zandbanen, en aan
de rand van de polder waar de stijghoogte het grootst is.
- Tip kijk naar het watersysteem, over de grenzen van het
waterschap heen.

10. Is het mogelijk om in diepe kleipolders een
zoetwaterlens op te bouwen? Dit kan vermoedelijk
alleen met technische middelen omdat er van nature
geen sprake is van infiltratie?
Actief zoet water opslaan in de ondergrond. > COASTAR.
11. Wisselt brak water uit tussen oppervlaktewater en
percelen? Brakke sloten zoete percelen?
Zie antwoord vraag 1.
Remarks
- De freatische grondwaterstand is van de belang voor
de landbouw,
- Proces: In het zandpakket meet je een stijghoogte, dat is
de grondwaterdruk, dit is anders dan de druk daarboven.
In het veenweidegebied is de stijghoogte lager, daarom
stroomt water naar het diepe pakket (water stroomt van
hoge naar lage druk). Aan de rand van de droogmakerij
is de druk hoger, stijghoogte dus hoger en daarom komt
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Appendix A | Expert interviews
Date:
4-12-19
Place:
Office waterschap Rijnlanden
Interviewer:
Adriaan Bicker
Interviewee:
Hydrologist, Policy advisor
waterschap Rijnlanden, dossier Voldoende Water, second
participant, intern that researches the Noordplaspolder.
1. Can you tell me about, from you expertise, what is the
biggest challenge in relation to salinization?
Verzilting is een genuanceerd probleem. Kaarten tonen
dat de diepe polders de grootste zoutbelasting hebben in
het systeem. Maar, als je in deze gebieden met boeren
gaat praten, in veel gevallen zij met het huidige systeem
uit de voeten kunnen. Dat komt misschien omdat
doorspoelen op dit moment succesvol is. Interviewee
denkt dat het landgebruik in de polders al is aangepast
aan de zoute omstandigheden. Boeren weten dat zout
een aandachtspunt is. Boer weet heel goed welke sloten
zoet zijn, dus uit welke sloot beregeningswater gehaald
kan worden. In een zoute kwelpolder kan dus nog steeds
goed geboerd worden. Dat gaat niet vanzelf, doorspoeling
is een inspanning, maar de lasten wegen op dit moment
op tegen te baten. Ook uit interviews met boeren in de
Noordplas polder zijn geen keiharde knelpunten op tafel
gekomen.
2. Do you feel urgency to prevent salinization?
Zoutvracht zal gaan toenemen in de komende decennia
maar is een traag proces. De komende 20 a 30 jaar
geen aanleiding voor grote functieveranderingen.
Doorspoeling voldoende.
3. For whom is salinization is actual problem, since
agriculture can handle high chloride levels?
Het water zorgt pas voor schade als het vanuit de polders
in de boezem terecht komt, en via de boezem gebieden bij
zoutgevoelige gebieden als Boskoop en de Bollenstreek
terecht komt.
Er zijn ook functies die veel (echt) zoet water verbruiken,
waaronder Boskoop, Greenport Aalsmeer (kassen
hebben vaak hun eigen watervoorziening) en de
Bollenstreek. Akkerbouw stelt iets minder hoge eisen
aan zoutgehalte water, maar wel veel water nodig.
Peilbeheer heeft wel water nodig, om bodemdaling tegen
te gaan. Natuurgebieden zijn ook zoutgevoelig.
4. A lot of urban areas are developed in salinization
prone areas, do they also experience negative effects of
salinization?
In het stedelijk gebied willen mensen aan water wonen,
of dat water zout of zoet is zien de mensen niet. Voor
het beregenen van sportvelden kan het wel een probleem
zijn. Het stedelijk groen kan wel schade oplopen. In de
praktijk valt de problematiek mee in steden.
5. Salinity affects the water quality more than just
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increasing chloride levels, also in combination with
nutrients other negative impacts occur, can you explain
this process?
Dit ligt buiten interviewee zijn kennis. Interviewee
redeneert dat de diffuse kwel die over de hele polder
plaatsvindt, en door de gehele bodem langzaam omhoog
kruipt, stoffen meebrengt, terwijl via de wellen vooral
chloride omhoog komt.
6. The KWA is an alternative route to get freshwater
into the region, but it takes a detour to get at all water
boards, do you think this is the most efficient method?
Kleinschalige wateraanvoer: Als de Hollandse IJssel
verzilt dan wordt de kleinschalige wateraanvoer
ingesteld. Bij Bodegraven komt water vanuit het
buurtwaterschap het gebied binnen. Via deze route komt
echter onvoldoende water binnen om aan de watervraag
te kunnen voldoen. (zie bijgevoegde extra informatie).
Tijdens de KWA worden ook maatregelen getroffen
binnen polders: Polder Noordplas, gemaal Palesteijn,
gemaal omringdijk. Polder is nu een dakprofiel, een deel
stroomt naar het oosten ander deel naar het westen. In
de KWA situatie wordt al het water uit de polder afgevoerd
naar het westen bij Palesteijn. Hiermee wordt de zoutlast
op de Gouwe en Boskoop beperkt.
7. From a landscape perspective the deep polders
around Zoetermeer are one landscape entity,
divided between three water boards. Do you think a
collaborative solution is feasible?
Je wilt zeker dat we de polder weggeven aan Schieland,
haha! Traditioneel kijkt ieder waterschap naar
oplossingen binnen zijn grenzen. Waterschappen kijken
over de grenzen van beheergebieden heen, dit gebeurt
onder andere in het programma Slim Watermanagement.
Interviewee benoemd dat het niet in de gene van het
waterschap zit om het landschap als uitgangspunt te
nemen. Het waterschap heeft vooral een faciliterende
functie.
8. What do you think are the most effective adaptation
measure to moderate the effects of salinization? In
the Noordplas polder the waterboard has considered
raising the water level to slow down salinization. Why
this adaptation measure?
2018 was een droog jaar, waarbij er onvoldoende water
voorradig was om de boezem door te spoelen. Toen merkte
het waterschap dat het zout vanuit het noordzeekanaal
langzaam het gebied in begon te trekken. Om dit te
verkleinen is schutting voor pleziervaart gestremd en is
er een dam in de boezem gelegd om de bollenstreek te
beschermen.
Peilverhoging wordt toegepast om de zoute kwel te
beperken. In de Noordplaspolder zijn de peilen verhoogd
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om daarmee tegendruk te bieden aan de zoute kwel. De
boeren in het gebied werkte tegen omdat deze zelf het
probleem niet ondervonden. Dit is uitgevochten tot aan
de Raad van State en die achtte Rijnland in het gelijk.
Het belang van de hele boezem weegt zwaarder dan die
van de boeren in de polder. Wel moest de grond geschikt
blijven voor het huidige landgebruik. Op 1200 ha. is op
kosten van Rijnland drainage aangelegd om toch de
grond geschikt te houden voor traditionele akkerbouw.
Waterbeschikbaarheid: Droogte en zoet water is
nog geen bepalende factor voor een boer om ergens
een bedrijf te beginnen. Interviewee vindt dat op dit
moment boerenbedrijven voldoende zoet water als
vanzelfsprekend zien. In Nederland wordt nu middels
de waterbeschikbaarheid inzichtelijk gemaakt wat
overheden kunnen faciliteren, dat betekent dat in
bijvoorbeeld kwelpolders de chloridegehalte nooit
hoger komt dan 200 mg/L. maar daarin geef je wel
aan wat wel haalbaar is. De risico’s worden inzichtelijk
gemaakt, waardoor een boer deze kan meenemen in
zijn bedrijfsvoering. Dan kan een boer bijvoorbeeld een
regenwaterbassin aanleggen om periodes te overbruggen
wanneer een waterschap onvoldoende kan leveren.
Transparantie naar de omgeving. zodat boeren dit
kunnen meenemen in de bedrijfsvoering.
Op de lange termijn kun je misschien beter naar functies
kijken. Maar hier gaat een waterschap niet over. De
provincie en de gemeente gaan weer over het vastleggen
van functies.
9. A lot of the adaptation measures are focused
on preserving the status quo, to continue current
landscape practices. Do you think a regional landscape
transformation towards a saline landscape is feasible?
Interviewee benoemd dat boerenbedrijven vaak topsport
bedrijven zijn, geavanceerd in het telen van bijvoorbeeld
aardappelen en daardoor is de omschakeling naar
andere teelt vaak moeilijk. Dat is een andere tak van
sport. Ander voorbeeld is een bloementeler die een
bijzondere machine heeft aangeschaft die past bij zijn
bedrijf. Dat is een investering voor 20 jaar. Vanuit het
boeren perspectief zit een transitie er niet zomaar in.
10. Do you have tips and recommendations for this
research?
Interviewee vindt het interessant dat er over de
beheersgebiedgrenzen
wordt
heengekeken.
Hij
benadrukt dat het koppelen van systemen makkelijk
klinkt, maar vaak zijn er peilverschillen dat technisch
problemen kan opleveren.

Remarks
Zoetwatervoorziening Rijnland: Beheergebied tussen
Den Haag, en het Noordzeekanaal. Landscheidingen zijn
het resultaat van hoe waterschappen ontstaan zijn. Na
de oorlog is de hoeveelheid waterschappen verkleind,
door het samenvoegen van waterschappen.
Polder is een eenheid, dat via een stuw of gemaal
afwatert op de boezem van Rijnland. Boezem is het
centrale watersysteem met een waterpeil, -60cm NAP.
peil wordt gehandhaafd door, doorgaans zoet, water in
te laten via de Hollandse IJssel (Rijkswaterstaat). Als het
hard regent kan er water worden uitgemalen bij Gouda,
Katwijk, Spaarndam en Halfweg. In de boezem zit geen
kunstwerk, om bij wijze van spreken water te sturen
door het boezemsysteem. Water kan enigszins gestuurd
worden door bijvoorbeeld meer water uit te malen bij
Katwijk, waardoor meer water die kant op getrokken
wordt. Echter Katwijk wordt niet veel gebruikt.
In een droge zomerdag is de watervraag van Rijnland 18
kuub per seconde, 14 kuub is nodig voor peilbeheer, door
verdamping. Doorspoeling van de polders is 3 kuub, en
beregening is ongeveer 1 kuub. KWA is straks 15 kuub
per seconde doorvoermogelijkheid, daarvan is 3 kuub
voor Delfland en Schieland. 12 kuub over voor Rijnland.
Ten tijde van water te kort wordt er water ingelaten vanuit
de Hollandse IJssel om het water op peil te houden.
Dit heeft te maken met veiligheid en dat gaat boven
bijvoorbeeld te hoge chloride gehalten voor natuur. In
eerste instantie zal een waterschap gaan beperken in de
doorspoeling. Peilbeheer is het belangrijkste, desnoods
met brak water.
Rijnlandse bronnen van verzilting: Noordplaspolder,
Middelburg/Tempelpolder,
Polder
Vierambacht,
Haarlemmermeerpolder. Haarlemmermeerpolder is
voor het boezemsysteem (beheergebied Rijnland) geen
grote zoutbron, omdat vanuit deze polder water direct
wordt uitgeslagen op het Noordzeekanaal.
Daarnaast komt bij iedere schutting van een sluis bij
Halfweg of Spaarndam zout mee het beheergebied in,
omdat het waterpeil in het Noordzeekanaal hoger is dan
in Rijnland. Daarom wordt er natuurlijk een stroming van
zuid naar noord gemaakt, zodat vanuit noord geen zout
het gebied in kan trekken.
Opbarsting: Door wellen zakken te taluds in, stabiliteits
van oever wordt een probleem bij het ontstaan van
wellen. Niet alle wellen zijn zoute wellen, er bestaan ook
zoete wellen.
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Appendix A | Expert interviews
Date:
Place:

19-12-2019
Office of waterboard Schieland
en Krimpenerwaard
Interviewer:
Adriaan Bicker
Interviewee:
(Senior beleidsmedewerker
integraal water beheer, waterschap Schieland en
Krimpenerwaard).
1. Can you tell me about what from your expertise is
the biggest challenge in relation to salinization? in this
water board?
Landelijk en regionaal wordt nagedacht om een systeem
robuuster te maken. Door de open verbinding van de
Nieuwe waterweg is het beheergebied zeer gevoelig voor
verzilting, het is een verziltent estuarium.
In het beheergebied liggen de diepe Zuidplaspolder en
de Alexanderpolder. Vanuit deze diepe droogmakerijen
bulkt het zout het gebied in.
2. In what areas does salinization takes place in this
water board?
Door oprukkende zouttong verzilt het inlaatpunt van de
Rotte, het boezemsysteem van het waterschap. En wordt
het probleem vermoedelijk erger in de komende jaren.
Het boezemsysteem is afhankelijk van dit buitenwater.
In de extra informatie staat beter beschreven hoe het
systeem beïnvloed wordt door externe verzilting.
Zoute kwel komt veel voor in de Zuidplaspolder, en polder
Bleiswijk. Zoute wellen in de sloten, dat kun je zien in de
sloten. Roest bruine kleuren. Westergouwe bij Gouda ligt
ook in een gebied waar veel kwel omhoog komt.
Zout is niet het ergste bij de opborrelende wellen, daar
komt ook sulfaat en ijzer mee. De waterkwaliteit is
daar verziekt, weinig waterleven. Maar daar kan het
waterschap zeer weinig aan doen.
3 . For whom is salinization an actual problem, since
agriculture can handle high chloride levels?
Grasland kan aardig wat zout hebben. Glastuinbouw
daarentegen gebruikt het oppervlakte water niet
meer als gietwater. Landgebruik is echter vaak ook
wel op verzilting aangepast. Dit zijn echter organische
ontwikkelingen, zonder sturing.
KRW doelstellingen komen in het gering als het zoute
water op de boezem wordt uitgeslagen.
4. Does the Kaderrichtlijn Water say anything about
salinization? and does this oblige you to take adaptation
measures?
Kaderrichtlijn water gaat over waterkwaliteit. Hiermee
wordt van waterschappen verwacht dat zij werken aan
kwaliteitsverbetering. Dat gaat verder dan alleen zout,
ook ecologie, en allerlei andere stoffen. Dit kan echter
belemmerd werken. Voorbeeld: het idee van meer water
uit het Ringvaartsysteem op het Rottesysteem, maar dat
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is misschien water van slechte kwaliteit dus mag niet
zomaar worden ingelaten. Integrale oplossing is dus
noodzakelijk.
In het kader van zoetwatervoorziening wordt vooral
gekeken naar zout, Chloride. Veel plannen zijn nu
gericht op het zo goed mogelijk voorzien van zoetwater.
Interpretatie: het zoet houden van water kan dus heel
goed in beide richtlijnen vallen.
5 . A lot of urban areas are developed in salinization
prone areas, do they also experience negative effects of
salinization? Moordrecht?
Moordrecht en dus ook de nieuwe wijk Westergouwe
is in een zoute kwelgebied aangelegd. Het waterschap
adviseert bij de ontwikkeling van zo een wijk, en stelt dat
de bruine sloten kunnen ontwikkelen. Daar worden dure
nieuwbouw huizen gebouwd op opgehoogde percelen
aan bruine sloten.
6. The KWA is an alternative route to get freshwater
into the region, but it takes a detour to get at all water
boards, do you think this is the most efficient method?
Schieland is sterk afhankelijk van de KWA.
KWA (capaciteit maximaal 14 kuub) als deze wordt
ingeschakeld wordt water doorgelaten naar Schieland.
Van het water dat het beheergebied komt ingestroomd
mag Rijnland 11/19e deel afnemen, Delfland laat 3/19e
deel door, overgebleven 1 kuub?? is voor Schieland.
Rijnland is vaak de initiatiefnemer voor de KWA, die
voelt het probleem het eerste. Via de Bergsluis wordt het
water uiteindelijk vanuit Delfland, Schieland ingelaten.
Het waterschap is tijdens de KWA situaties afhankelijk
van 3 andere waterschappen. Daardoor zit het waterschap
benedenstrooms en komt tijdens de KWA relatief slechte
kwaliteit water het beheergebied binnen. Op dit moment
functioneert de KWA maar als ontvangende partij moet je
maar afwachten wat er er overblijft als er daadwerkelijk
water te kort is. Om deze reden zou het waterschap over
nog een alternatief beschikken: het creëren van een
zoetwaterbel in de bovenloop van de Hollandse IJssel,
door meer water de Krimpenerwaard door te voeren,
naar gemaal Verdoold om voortdurend water uit te slaan
op de Hollandse IJssel voor tegendruk aan het zoute
water. Hierdoor wordt het inlaatpunt bij de Snelle Sluis
robuuster. Echter kan door Rijnland bij Gouda dat effect
teniet worden gedaan.
Interviewee benadrukt dat heel veel waterverbindingen
tussen kades liggen. Hierdoor is het vergroten van
doorvoercapaciteit moeilijk, en is er veel inspanning
nodig om dit voor elkaar te krijgen. Land moet worden
aangekocht, kades verleggen, e.d.
7. From a landscape perspective the deep polders
around Zoetermeer are one landscape entity,
divided between three water boards. Do you think a
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collaborative solution is feasible?
Interviewee denkt dat een samenwerking mogelijk is,
ook omdat dit op andere vlakken vaak ook al gebeurt.
Waterschappen zijn nu organisaties met een eigen
bestuur en dat maakt de grenzen heilig, al zie je dat
voor vraagstukken als zoetwatervoorziening en verzilting
steeds vaker en intensiever samen moeten werken. Daar
liggen kansen.
8. What measures do you take against salinization in
this water board?
Op dit moment wordt er nog weinig actie genomen.
In de zuidplaspolder wordt doorgespoeld om de
zoutgehaltes wat te verlagen. Het waterschap heeft een
inspanningsverplichting maar interviewee zegt dat wat in
het verleden is ontstaan moeilijk ongedaan gemaakt kan
worden.
In de Zuidplaspolder is een systeem van wateraanvoerwaterafvoersloten. Toch benadrukt interviewee dat dit
heel erg versnipperd is, en daarom deels onbekend bij de
waterbeheerder. Conclusie: er is geen overkoepelende
plan, of beleid bij het waterschap.
In het waterschap voltrekt het probleem zich, het
gaat vanzelf, een sluipend proces waar nu nog weinig
aandacht voor is. Daarentegen doen boeren in het gebied
wel aanpassingen om met de zoute omstandigheden om
te gaan.
9. What do you think are the most effective adaptation
measures to moderate the effects of salinization?
Op dit moment neemt het waterschap weinig actie tegen
verzilting, behalve op kleine schaal doorspoelen.
10. What strategy (combination of adaptation measures)
has the most potential in salinization prone areas?
Voorgestelde maatregel om naast een zoete ook een
zoute boezem aan te leggen klinkt interessant en
interviewee zegt deze graag uitgewerkt te zien worden.
Interessant concept.
Een overkoepelend concept om gericht, en planmatig
met verzilting om te gaan. Spannende gedachten. Er
kan vanalles aan gekoppeld worden, recreatie, ecologie
en ruimtelijke kwaliteit. Voorkomen van opbarsting, daar
kan de landbouw baat bij hebben.
Daarnaast benadrukt interviewee dat een potentiële
oplossing kansrijk is als er een hele keten van profiteert.
Het zout bulkt nou eenmaal uit de bodem, hoe kunnen
wij hier met een slimme manier mee om gaan.
De zuidplaspolder is een sterk versnipperd gebied,
weinig ruimtelijke kwaliteit.
11. A lot of the adaptation measures are focused
on preserving the status quo, to continue current
landscape practices. Do you think a regional landscape

transformation towards a saline landscape is feasible?
Interviewee is onbekend met hoe verzilting in de
toekomst gaat toenemen, na wat uitleg ziet ze in dat er
in de toekomst meer zoet water nodig is om de huidige
waterkwaliteit te kunnen garanderen. Tegen die tijd
zou aan andere oplossingsstrategieën gedacht moeten
worden, al is dat op dit moment nog als vloeken in de
kerk.
Op dit moment is alles nog gericht op het vol kunnen
houden, om te faciliteren van de functies die er nu zijn.
Door bijvoorbeeld aanvoerroutes te veranderen, of het
grensoverschrijdende beheer van een zoetwaterbel.
Vanuit het traditionele denken.
In de Landelijke beleidstafel droogte staat
beschreven dat er langzaamaan gedacht moet worden
aan ruimtelijke aanpassingen in relatie tot droogte en
verzilting. Is een gezaghebbend en adviserend orgaan
naar de minister.
Al handelen waterschappen op dit moment nog heel
traditioneel vanuit een faciliterende rol.
12. One can take action in order to moderate the effect
of salinization because one is obliged, but there is also
the chance to take opportunities. Do you think the latter
is relevant for water boards?
Als er bijvoorbeeld een kans ligt voor het verhogen van
ruimtelijke kwaliteit, dan is dat alleen een kans als
ook een gemeente of de provincie meekrijgt. Vanuit
een waterschap alleen is dit niet mogelijk omdat dit
niet binnen het takenpakket van het waterschap ligt.
Een waterschap heeft de functionele en faciliterende
functie waartoe zij zich ook dienen te beperken. Voor een
verbreding van taken is meer budget nodig en dat ligt
politiek dan weer gevoelig. Voor een waterschap geldt:
hoe helpt dit ons in het uitvoeren van de functionele taak.
13. From your policy perspective, do you think
salinization can be a design principle for landscape
planning?
Interviewee zegt dat daarvoor de Provincie Zuid-Holland
nodig is. Deze partij heeft het gezag om ruimte te creëren
in het landschap dat vervolgens kan worden gebruikt
voor het afvoeren van het zoute water.
14. Do you have tips and recommendations for this
research?
Het lijkt interviewee interessant als het bufferen van
zoet water tijdens de wintermaanden voor bijvoorbeeld
doorspoeling in de zomermaanden wordt meegenomen
in het onderzoek. Op jaarbasis valt er nog steeds meer
regenwater dan er wordt gebruikt, dit wordt echter vooral
afgevoerd, het oude waterschaps denken.
Opslagbekkens, spaarbekkens in de ondergrond of
daarboven.
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Appendix A | Expert interviews
Date:
24-04-2020
Place:
Online (because of Corona)
Interviewer:
Adriaan Bicker
Interviewee:
Researcher
hydrogeology,
Deltares, aangevuld door Researcher & expert
groundwater management
The intention of this interview is to discuss my thoughts
and products I have made. In this interview, the adaptation
measures, and adaptation strategies developed so far will
be the topic. Therefore, for this interview the storyline sofar function as medium for discussion. In this document,
I elaborate on the most relevant topics discussed, that I
will use as input for refining my designs.
Opmerkingen m.b.t. de measure designs
Gecontroleerde wellen
Coastar overlapt met modellen gecontroleerde wellen
De bruggen naar Coastar, precizie maatregel maar
kan ook op grote schaal. Bij Coastar wordt ook de
mogelijkheid onderzocht om wateroverschotten uit
de regenwaterbasins op de slaan in de ondergrond bij
bijvoorbeeld kassen.
Gecontrolleerde wellen kun je inderdaad gebruiken om
het landschap echt zoet te maken. Om deze wellen heen,
infiltratiegebieden die zoet blijven omdat daar geen
brakke kwel omhoog komt.
Volgens interviewee kloppen de principes die zijn
toegepast bij de maatregelen. Een kanttekening is dat
door te onderdrukken, vermoedelijk toch brakke kwel
zal exfiltreren maar dan via de zwakkere plekken in de
ondergrond. Het principe is, water kiest de weg van de
minste weerstand.

Peilopzet / ontpolderen
Wel effectieve maatregelen.
Wellen vind je veel aan de randen van de polder,
waardoor zout grondwater in de sloten terecht komt.
Interviewee redeneert dat door peilopzet in deze
gebieden waarschijnlijk de kweldruk vanuit wellen niet
valt te stoppen. Of peilopzet voldoende tegendruk biedt
op het stijghoogteverschil de compenseren.
Wel wordt het water verdunt door de grote hoeveelheid
zoet water die in de peilopgezette meren ontstaan.
Vraagt zich af, of brakke kwel in een meer schadelijk
is, en daarom nodig om te stoppen. Er is namelijk een
verschil met brakke kwel in poldersloten, waar het wel
nadelig is voor landbouwgebied. Is zoute kwel nog wel
een probleem in ondegelopen polders?
Ontpolderen lijkt een drastische maatregel, maar
wel denkbaar voor kleinere polders. MiddelburgerTempelpolder is een polder met maar een paar eigenaren.
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Hier zou iets denkbaarder kunnen zijn.
Strategieën
Onderdrukken kwel - zoet landschap
Kun je door sloten te verondiepen, middels slootbodem
verhoging, de kwelstroom tegengaan? Interviewee kan
dat niet beantwoorden: Via de e-mail vult interviewee
aan: peilverhoging helpt veel beter, zo vergroot je de
tegendruk. Slootverhoging leidt tot een iets lagere
doorlatendheid, maar verminderd te kwelstroom zeer
beperkt. Verzwaren heeft geen zin, peilverhoging heeft
het grootste effect.

Suggestie van Interviewee:
Een van de COASTAR cases is het kassengebied
Westland. Als de waterbasins te vol zijn dan worden deze
overgestort naar het oppervlakte water. Of dit gebeurt
gecontrolleerd: als de boeren piekbuien verwachten dan
laten ze de basins vast legen. Een van de doelen van
COASTAR is om te onderzoeken of het rendabel is om
wateroverschot te infiltreren in de ondergrond voor later
gebruik.
Kweldruk brakke kwel verdwijnt door meer zoet
grondwater door verzoeten van het grondwater in het
eerste watervoerende pakket. Vraag Adriaan: krijg je niet
juist meer kwel doordat extra zoetwater de stijghoogte
verhoogt van het grondwater? Interviewee zegt dat
de stijghoogte / kweldruk wel verhoogt wordt, maar
dat dat vaak elders door grondwaterontrekking wel
gecompenseerd wordt. De stijghoogte blijft dus alleen
gelijk als je elders in het gebied grondwater ontrekt.
ASR principe = Aquifer Storage and Recovery. storage en
recovery moeten dus in balans zijn.
Als je alleen maar water laat infilltreren, of actief te
bodem inpompt verhoog je het stijghoogte verschil en
daarmee de kweldruk.

Controleren kwel middels zoete / brakke sloten
Vraag: Hoe diep moet een brakke sloot zijn om de kwel
aan te trekken, zodat naastgelegen sloten zoet blijven?
Hoe dieper de sloot hoe makkelijker de weg voor brakke
kwel. Hangt ook af van het sediment wat er omheen ligt.
Een diepte durft interviewee niet te noemen, het hangt
te veel af van wat voor ondergrond je hebt. Zorg dat de
brakke sloten diep genoeg zijn om door een verdichtende
bodemlaag heen te gaan. Hoe dieper je gaat, hoe
makkelijker de kwelweg wordt.
Verbrakken met diffuse kwel
Kun je door het aantrekken van meer diffuse kwel,
de zoutgehaltes verhogen in de sloten? Interviewee
kan hier moeilijk antwoord op geven. Interviewee
benadrukt dat dat heel erg afhangt van de kwelflux. De
vraag is daarom of je het gaat redden in het midden
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van het droogmakerijlandschap, omdat daar het
stijghoogteverschil en daarmee de kwelflux laag is.
Aanvulling interviewee: meer diffuse kwel leidt inderdaag
niet tot een veel grotere zoutbelasting. Maar als de diffuse
kwel toeneemt, zal ook de kwel via wellen toenemen, en
dan neemt de zoutgehalte wel toe.

Invloed van gecontroleerde wellen op omgeving
Hoe groot is de invloed van een ‘’gecontroleerde
wel’’ op zijn omgeving? Dit wordt nu onderzocht in
modelstudies, binnen onderandere de Tempelpolder
en de Noordplaspolder. Interviewee redeneert dat een
gecontroleerde wel geen invloed heeft op de omgeving,
omdat het de brakke kwel afvangt die anders sowieso al
naar de oppervlakte stroomt. Op het moment dat je wel
actief gaat ontrekken, ondervind je wel veranderingen
(infiltratie) in de omgeving. Antwoord hierop blijft
maatwerk, maar grote onttrekkingen hebben een flinke
impact op de omgeving tot kilometers ver nog zichtbaar
is maar hangt helemaal af van de hoeveelheid die je kunt
onttrekken.
Interviewee adviseert om goed te kijken naar de COASTAR
maatregelen, om te spiegelen aan mijn ontwerpen.
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Appendix B | Model evaluation
Model 1: Integral ground level increase - suppress
saline seepage
Functionality (land-use / productivity)
Impact on the landscape’s productivity
The landscape can still be used for agriculture,
especially when this measure will be used to
re-parcel the polders in order to create optimal
agriculture plots.
Multifunctionality (Ability to link opportunities)
The relocation of soil can be tailored to local
landscape opportunities. For example, soil
removal can be customized to create new
water retention or recreation, while soil adding
creates the opportunity to create new, custom
landforms.
Influence on the build environment / amount of
landscape change
This measure cannot be applied in built-up
areas of the polder, meaning these will attract
additional seepage.
Future proofness
Viability (working against nature’s processes)
The soil level increase can be customized to the
hydraulic head at each location. Potentially,
the seepage flow over the entire polder can be
eliminated this way.
Adaptability
The measure will be easy to adapt because one
can easily change the land’s functions or
increase the surface to increase its effectiveness.
Time scale
The measure is effective immediately
after construction. However, construction isnot
very modular, as phased ground level
increase would (temporarily) direct extra
seepage to non-increased areas.
Fitness of the measure i.r.t. current water system
Effect on saline seepage flow (Chloride concentration
surface water)
With this measure the hydraulic head difference
will be balanced, resulting in the complete stop
of saline seepage entering the polder. This
allows to create a completely freshwater polder.
There is no need for alternative discharge of
brackish water.
Effect on functioning in the boezem
The resulting landscape will be completely
fresh. Therefore the deep polders will keep their
function within the boezem system with the
improvement that no brackish water will be
discharged to the boezem.
Equity of the measure
Costs
This measure is highly expensive due to the
soil works. The offset created by higher
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agricultural productivity might make this
measure feasible for smaller polders, but for
large polders the costs outweigh the benefits.
Deelbaarheid (Polder A verhoogt waterpeil, polder B
ondervindt de consequenties)
This measure will only be successful when the
complete surface of the polder is heightened.
When one land owner decides not to cooperate,
saline seepage will leak to its waters. This
process somehow forces everybody to cooperate.
What polder characteristics are relevant when using
this measure successfully?
Essential
• Low amount of build environment
Optional
• Effective with all seepage types
• Possibility to discharge brackish water
• Small polders
Limiting
• High amount of build environment
• Rest peat
Model 2: increase surface water levels - suppress
seepage
This measure only when the hydraulic head difference
is below ground level, otherwise the polder has to flood.
That is described in strategy 4.
Functionality of the landscape (land-use / productivity)
Impact on the landscape’s productivity
This measure mostly impacts polders with
arable fields, as the increase in water level
reduces productivity. Polders with
meadowlands are less affected.
Multifunctionality (Ability to link opportunities)
Increasing the water levels only works for
monofunctional polders, where different land
uses all tolerate a higher water level.
Influence on the build environment / amount of
landscape change
It is not possible to raise the water level in
the cities because otherwise cities will be
flooded. By raising surface water levels,
groundwater levels will increase too causing
almost all landscape functions to change.
Therefore it is affecting 100% of the polder’s
surface
Future proofness
Viability (working against nature’s processes)
The principle of this measure is similar to
raising ground levels resulting in a balance
in hydraulic head difference. This is a viable
method, because in the future no extra effort is
needed for salinization adaptation.
Adaptability
This measure can be adapted under influence
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of changing conditions, because it is relatively
easy to increase surface water levels. However
it should be noted that this adaptability has
limits, since it is not possible to raise water
levels infinitely and the effects of increasing
water levels on land-use functions cannot be
underestimated.
Time scale
This measure will be successful from the
moment it is constructed.
Fitness of the measure i.r.t. current water system
Effect on saline seepage flow (Chloride concentration
surface water)
Raising water levels is considered a very
effective measure when stopping saline
seepage.
Effect on functioning in the boezem
The freshwater polders can keep theirfunction
within the boezem system. Especially
‘’drowned’’ polders can function as extra water
reservoirs for the boezem.
Equity of the measure
Costs
The direct costs of this measure will be
relatively low, however a lot of land
should change its function and can therefore
result in enormous expenses for the polder.
Deelbaarheid(Polder A verhoogt waterpeil, polder B
ondervindt de consequenties)
All landowners of the polder have to
cooperate. Otherwise one owner will feel the
consequences, and the effectiveness of the
measure will reduce. In addition, neighbouring
polders will suffer extra seepage.
What polder characteristics are relevant when using
this measure successfully?
Essential
• Low hydraulic head difference / or,
• Polders with a low groundwater level
Optional
• High amount of build environment
• Possibility to discharge brackish water
• Rest peat
Limiting
• High hydraulic head
Model 3: active peat development - suppress seepage
Functionality of the landscape (land-use / productivity)
Impact on the landscape’s productivity
The productivity of the landscape will decrease
because a lot of the land will turn into swampy
nature areas. In polders with low hydraulic head
difference some meadows can still yield.
Multifunctionality (Ability to link opportunities)
When the agricultural function of the land

decreases, the land can have many other
functions such as nature, with all its ecosystem
services in combination with recreation and
new residential areas. This leads to a very
interesting landscape.
Influence on the build environment / amount of
landscape change
In order to be a successful measure the build
environment should also be included.
However it is hard to increase the soil
underneath buildings, making this measure
inappropriate. Also a lot of the polder’s surface
will be affected by this measure.
Future proofness
Viability (working against nature’s processes)
This measure uses natural processes as a
mechanism to over time stop salinization.
Since wet conditions, resulting from the
seepage, create ideal circumstances for peat
development.
Adaptability
This measure cannot be adapted easily,
because peat is very sensitive to drought. This
blocks the ability to use soil for agricultural
purposes within the nearby future without
losing the effects of the measure.
Time scale
It takes a lot of time for this measure to be
effective, because peat development is a slow
process and therefore requires action in the
short term as to brackish water discharge.
However, in the long term this measure will
become effective.
Fitness of the measure i.r.t. current water system
Effect on saline seepage flow (Chloride concentration
surface water)
In the long term this measure will lead to a
balance in the hydraulic head resulting in fresh
water conditions in surface waters. However
in the short term these effects will not be
measured because peat development is a very
slow process.
Effect on functioning in the boezem
In the short term the polder cannot be
discharged on the boezem, because the water
will be too brackish. On the long term polders
can function as spons areas for the boezem
system, storing a lot of its freshwater.
Equity of the measure
Costs
Purchasing land in order to change towards
a natural function will be expensive, however
the rest of the costs of this measure will be
low, since it only includes raising the water level
gradually and costs of realizing functions to
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Appendix B | Model evaluation
experience the landscape or new types of
residential areas. Over time these facilities will
produce money.
Deelbaarheid(Polder A verhoogt waterpeil, polder B
ondervindt de consequenties)
This measure will only be effective when all
landowners in the polder participate because
the ones that don’t participate will receive all
brackish seepage.
What polder characteristics are relevant when using
this measure successfully?
Essential
• Possibility to discharge brackish water
• Optional
• High groundwater level
Rest peat
• Hydraulic head exceeds ground level
Limiting
• No possibility to discharge brackish water
• High amount of build environment
Model 4: depoldering - suppress saline seepage
Functionality of the landscape (land-use / productivity)
Impact on the landscape’s productivity
The landscape’s productivity from agriculture
will reduce to zero because the flooded soil
cannot be used for agriculture anymore.
New types of floating agriculture can provide
opportunities, however this will probably not
happen in the near future, on the scale of
complete deep polders.
Multifunctionality (Ability to link opportunities)
A flooded polder can hold many functions,
because it has a recreational function as well as
a water buffer function.
Influence on the build environment / amount of
landscape change
This measure cannot be executed easily in the
build environment and it only works when the
complete polder cooperates.
Future proofness
Viability (working against nature’s processes)
This is a very effective measure that is basically
the outcome of nature’s processes on a deep
polder.
Adaptability
This measure cannot be adapted easily. When
the polders have been flooded the measure
will be very effective. However when the
water level is lowered, in order to allow other
functions, saline seepage will continue to flow.
Time scale
From the moment of flooding this measure will
be effective because the hydraulic head is
balanced. Of course from an organisational

perspective the time scale will be different.
Fitness of the measure i.r.t. current water system
Effect on saline seepage flow (Chloride concentration
surface water)
The seepage flow will stop instantly, because of
the hydraulic head balance.

Effect on functioning in the boezem
The newly constructed lakes can function as
water reservoirs for the boezem system.
Equity of the measure
Costs
The costs of this measure will be high, because
a lot of land has to be abandoned in order to
flood.
Deelbaarheid(Polder A verhoogt waterpeil, polder B
ondervindt de consequenties)
Every landowner in the polder should
cooperate, otherwise the measure will not
function. Also neighbouring polder will suffer
increasing seepage flows when no measures
have been taken.
What polder characteristics are relevant when using
this measure successfully?
Essential
• Low amount of build environment
Optional
• Small polder, not a lot of different owners
• Possibility to discharge brackish water
• Hydraulic head exceeds ground level
• Effective with all seepage types
Limiting
• High amount of build environment
Model 5: Seperating fresh / brackish waters controlling saline seepage
Functionality of the landscape (land-use / productivity)
Impact on the landscape’s productivity
This measure will have a positive effect on
the landscape’s productivity because of the
increasing availability of freshwater with good
quality for agriculture.
Multifunctionality (Ability to link opportunities)
Since this measure takes place in the surface
waters, resulting land can be used for other
functions. Besides a water transportation
function, the surface waters can offer potential
for natural development, because of the
different qualities (fresh / brackish).
Influence on the build environment / required amount of
landscape change
This measure can easily be constructed within
the build environment, or within an existing
landscape structure since changes largely
happen within the surface waters and not on
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the ground.
Future proofness
Viability (working against nature’s processes)
This measure creates the opportunity to use
nature’s processes, because areas
that naturally turn brackish, will be assigned
brackish. However, it is a precision measure
that is used to keep the land-use based on
freshwater, this is against nature’s process.
Adaptability
The adaptability of this measure is high,
because when the network of canals is created
it can easily be adjusted, or shaped
when changes are needed. When salinization
is increasing, it still allows change towards a
more brackish water based landscape.
Time scale
When realized this measure will be effective
from the start.
Fitness of the measure i.r.t. current water system
Effect on saline seepage flow (Chloride concentration
surface water)
The seepage flow will continue, but controlled
towards places where we would like to have it.
This measure will be effective with all seepage
types.
Effect on functioning in the boezem
This measure can only work when there is the
opportunity to discharge water to
brackish surface waters. The polder’s fresh
side can be discharging and receiving water
from the boezem system, whereas the brackish
part should be discharged alternatively.
Equity of the measure
Costs
This relatively precize measur only requires the
construction of weirs. When an additional
discharge channel is required the costs will
increase dramatically.
Deelbaarheid(Polder A verhoogt waterpeil, polder B
ondervindt de consequenties)
This measure can easily be executed within
an existing polder structure. When the aim is
to stop discharging brackish water to
the boezem, the complete polder
should cooperate. However the offers
landowners have to deliver are very limited.
What polder characteristics are relevant when using
this measure successfully?
Essential
• Possibility to discharge brackish water
Optional
• High amount of build environment
• All seepage types, although boils might obstruct
• Consecutive, dense network of canals

• Large polders, many owners
Limiting
• No possibility to discharge brackish water
Model 6: Groundwater decompress - controle saline
seepage
Functionality of the landscape (land-use / productivity)
Impact on the landscape’s productivity
The landscape’s productivity will increase
because of the freshwater conditions created in
the polder.
Multifunctionality (Ability to link opportunities)
This measure largely happens in the surface
water. There the land’s functions can be
retained, or even be extended with freshwater
demanding functions. On the other
hand brackish water functions can be assigned
to those places related with the
groundwater decompresses. Therefore this
measure can enhance interesting landscapes.
Influence on the build environment / amount of
landscape change
This precision measure can easily be
implemented within the landscape’s structure,
because the decompresses are local points in
the landscape, connected with a network of
canals.
Future proofness
Viability (working against nature’s processes)
This measure is very viable, because it uses a
salinization mechanism of boils (a natural
mechanism), but stronger.
Adaptability
When a discharge network for brackish water is
realized the system can easily be extended.
With these artificial boils the amount of saline
seepage can be managed easily, resulting in
having a lot of control.
Time scale
The measure will function from the moment it
is realized.
Fitness of the measure i.r.t. current water system
Effect on saline seepage flow (Chloride concentration
surface water)
There is a lot of controle on saline seepage,
because it will exfiltrate on the places we
assign. Therefore the chloride concentrations of
other surface waters will decrease to a
minimum.
Effect on functioning in the boezem
On one hand the deep polder needs more fresh
water, because large areas will turn
into infiltration areas. However this fresh
water demand will largely be fulfilled with fresh
water seepage from surrounding landscapes.
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On the other hand the freshwater surface
waters can keep their original function in the
boezem system.
Equity of the measure
Costs
The construction costs of this method will
be relatively low, since not a lot of land has to
be purchased, and the construction of
the artificial boils shouldn’t be expensive.
Deelbaarheid(Polder A verhoogt waterpeil, polder B
ondervindt de consequenties)
The effect of this measur will be measured over
a large area. Therefore one point in the
landscape will have an impact on a lot of land.
Because the pressure in the aquifer is reduced
other places will not be affected with more
saline seepage.
What polder characteristics are relevant when using
this measure successfully?
Essential
• Possibility to discharge brackish water
Optional
• Large polders, many owners
• High amount of build environment
• Different seepage types
• Suffering high seepage flux
Limiting
• No possibility to discharge brackish water
Model 7: Saline agriculture combined with
groundwater decompresses - controle saline seepage
Functionality of the landscape (land-use / productivity)
Impact on the landscape’s productivity
The landscape’s productivity will change, but
will still be productive. However, with
the production of saline products a complete
new market should be realized, resulting in
a landscape that probably won’t produce at its
full capacity.
Multifunctionality (Ability to link opportunities)
The use of groundwater decompresses results
in a brackish landscape, excluding all
freshwater based land-use types. Therefore the
linking opportunities will be limited to those
functions that are saline tolerant.
Influence on the build environment / amount of
landscape change
These groundwater decompresses will increase
the chloride concentrations in the surface
water. This happens in the urban areas too
resulting in surface waters becoming too saline
for irrigation water, etc..
Future proofness
Viability (working against nature’s processes)
This measure is based on the mechanism that

deep polders slowly turn brackish, but
then speeding up this process. This may lead
to those areas that naturally won’t
turn too brackish, will turn brackish.
This is against natural processes. Also when
all the surface waters turn brackish, the
groundwater will also slowly become brackish,
reducing the naturally present freshwater lens.
Adaptability
Once a landscape has turned brackish it takes a
lot of time to turn fresh again.
Time scale
In a relatively short period a landscape can be
turned brackish.
Fitness of the measure i.r.t. current water system
Effect on saline seepage flow (Chloride concentration
surface water)
The seepage flow will increase, but that is the
objective of this measure.
Effect on functioning in the boezem
The polder water will not be of any function for
the boezem system, because it becomes too
saline.
Equity of the measure
Costs
The costs of this measure will be tremendous
because of all the changes that have to be
made in public green, land-use change,
alternative discharge method, etc.
Deelbaarheid(Polder A verhoogt waterpeil, polder B
ondervindt de consequenties)
When a polder turns brackish all landowners
will experience the consequences. On the other
hand this measure will not affect neighbouring
polders.
What polder characteristics are relevant when using
this measure successfully?
Essential
• Suffering high seepage flux
• Possibility to discharge brackish water
Optional
• Tolerant to salinization
Limiting
• High amount of build environment
• No possibility to discharge brackish water
Model 8: Improving flushing - allowing saline seepage
Functionality of the landscape (land-use / productivity)
Impact on the landscape’s productivity
The landscape’s productivity will remain the
same, or slightly improved since freshwater
availability will positively influence yields.
Although some areas in the landscape will
be assigned as water buffers, since the
freshwater availability have to be secured.
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Multifunctionality (Ability to link opportunities)
The functions of the landscape will remain
the same, because this adaptation measure
largely takes place in the surface waters.
Except for the water reservoirs, these lakes will
add new functions to the landscape because
besides freshwater storage, recreational or
natural functions can be assigned to it. This
results in an extra unit in the landscape.
Influence on the build environment / amount of
landscape change
This measure can easily be applied to the build
environment, especially because cities
can function as freshwater sources due to
rainfall or wastewater from RWZI’s. Large part
of the landscape can sustain its function, except
for the water reservoirs, these can be located
on the wettest, usually most unproductive parts
of the polders.
Future proofness
Viability (working against nature’s processes)
Deep polders will naturally turn brackish,
therefore flushing is not considered viable.
It can be seen as ‘’mopping with the tap open’’.
In addition, when the freshwater availability
decreases, whereby the water reservoirs
aren’t sufficient enough, this measure fails to
function.
Adaptability
This measure can easily be adapted, or changed
into another measure when in the future
salinization increases and this measure is not
effective anymore.
Time scale
This measure will be effective from the start.
Fitness of the measure in relation to current water
system
Effect on saline seepage flow (Chloride concentration
surface water)
There’s no effect on the seepage flow.
Effect on functioning in the boezem
The function of the deep polder will remain the
same. However, due to the contamination of
the freshwater with salts it is not possible
to discharge on the boezem. Resulting in the
polder being a leaking hole in the boezem
system.
Equity of the measure
Costs
The costs of this measure will be relatively low,
because a lot of the infrastructure is already in
place.
Deelbaarheid(Polder A verhoogt waterpeil, polder B
ondervindt de consequenties)
Since there is no influence on the seepage flow

itself, this measure will not affect neighbouring
polders with extra seepage.
What polder characteristics are relevant when using
this measure successfully?
Essential
• Consecutive, dense network of canals
• Ringvaart, or comparative structure
• Possibility to discharge brackish water
Optional
• Large polders, many owners
• High amount of build environment
• Suffering low seepage flux
Limiting
• No possibility to discharge brackish water
Model 9: Development of not ground bound land-use allowing saline seepage
Functionality of the landscape (land-use / productivity)
Impact on the landscape’s productivity
Greenhouses are a highly productive land-use
type that don’t use surface water. Therefore the
effects experienced by the users in the
polder will be limited. The same accounts for
container cultivation of Boskoop.
Multifunctionality (Ability to link opportunities)
With the slow increase of surface water salinity
the ability to link opportunities will increasingly
be limited because brackish water cannot be
used for freshwater demanding land-use types.
Influence on the build environment / amount of
landscape change
One of the applied measures is to develop new
residential areas because they aren’t influenced
by the salt. The complete polder has to
transform.
Future proofness
Viability (working against nature’s processes)
The constant seepage flow is a natural process
that won’t be stopped in this model and new
land-use types will take place, adapted to the
brackish conditions. From that perspective this
measure is viable: the function follows water
conditions.
Adaptability
This measure is to some extent adaptable,
but on the users side of salinization, because
the brackish conditions cannot be adapted.
Within the given conditions water users are free
to change.
Time scale
The polder’s chloride concentration will slowly
increase by allowing seepage into the polder.
Therefore the landscape will slowly transform
with it.
Fitness of the measure i.r.t. current water system
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Appendix B | Model evaluation
Effect on saline seepage flow (Chloride concentration
surface water)
The saline seepage flow will follow its natural
pattern, because no seepage regulating
measures are taken.
Effect on functioning in the boezem
The surface water of the polders can only
be used in the boezem system when the
chloride concentration doesn’t exceed 200
mg/L. From other polders the water cannot be
used.
Equity of the measure
Costs
In order to implement this measure no high
costs are involved on the water management
side. However, on the water users side
investments are needed in order to match land
use functions to the developed conditions.
Deelbaarheid(Polder A verhoogt waterpeil, polder B
ondervindt de consequenties)
Within the polder’s boundaries this measure
scores low on ‘’DEELBAARHEID’’ because
the chloride concentrations will increase
throughout the complete polder. Within the
polder landscape this measure can be applied
to one polder, without affecting another.
What polder characteristics are relevant when using
this measure successfully?
Essential
• Possibility to discharge brackish water
Optional
• High amount of building environment
• Different seepage types
Limiting
• No possibility to discharge brackish water
Model 10: Nature development - allowing saline
seepage
Functionality of the landscape (land-use / productivity)
Impact on the landscape’s productivity
The landscape’s productivity will decrease to
a bare minimum because agriculture will make
place for nature development. Of course nature
can provide all kinds of benefits for
humans (ecosystem services), however
these benefits are hard to calculate, and are
usually not compensated financially.
Multifunctionality (Ability to link opportunities)
The multifunctionality from the landscape will
decrease, because the productive use will be
excluded from the landscape. There are many
functions that can be linked to nature
development, such as recreation and new
residential environments.
Influence on the build environment / amount of

landscape change
This measure asks for a large amount of
landscape change, especially because deep
polders usually contain large amounts of
agriculture and urban environment.
Future proofness
Viability (working against nature’s processes)
This measure is very viable because it gives the
landshaping initiative back to nature. Nature
decides what type of nature develops in
a polder.
Adaptability
The adaptability of this measure is low, because
water managers can only have influence on
water levels. On the water users side, nature is
the only water user.
Time scale
This measure develops gradually. Chloride
concentrations increase, and the landscape will
transform with it. Over time this will result in a
brackish nature landscape.
Fitness of the measure i.r.t. current water system
Effect on saline seepage flow (Chloride concentration
surface water)
This measure has no effect on the seepage flow.
Effect on functioning in the boezem
Only when the chloride concentrations are
<200 mg/L the polder water can still be
exchanged with the boezem. For all deep
polders exceeding this level water cannot have
any function for the boezem.
Equity of the measure
Costs
The costs of this measure will be relatively
high, because a lot of ground has to be
purchased. Especially because the ground
won’t be very productive. On the other hand a
lot of costs for current salinization adaptation
measures are spared.
Deelbaarheid(Polder A verhoogt waterpeil, polder B
ondervindt de consequenties)
Within the polder’s boundaries this measure
scores low on ‘’DEELBAARHEID’’ because
the chloride concentrations will increase
throughout the complete polder. Within the
polder landscape this measure can be applied
to one polder, without affecting another.
What polder characteristics are measure when using
this strategy successfully?
Essential
• Possibility to discharge brackish water
Optional
• Near brackish water connections
• Small polders, not a lot of different owners
• Different seepage types
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Limiting
• No possibility to discharge brackish water
• High amount of build environment
Model 11: Brackish tolerant agriculture - allowing
saline seepage
Functionality of the landscape (land-use / productivity)
Impact on the landscape’s productivity
The productivity of the landscape will be
similar when the prices of brackish vegetables
are equal to freshwater vegetables.
Compared to the current landscape,
some areas will be transformed to grasslands,
because chloride concentrations will
be too high for arable lands. This results in
decreasing yields.
Multifunctionality (Ability to link opportunities)
With a productivity objective all kinds of
opportunities can be linked. for example an
attractive agricultural landscape can
attract recreationists that buy products
directly from the farmers.
Influence on the build environment / amount of
landscape change
For this measure only on the water users side
change is required, especially cropping.
Future proofness
Viability (working against nature’s processes)
The principle of function follows water
conditions is applied to this measure. This
results in a viable landscape because nature’s
given circumstances determine its function.
Adaptability
The adaptability of this function is good because
it can develop according to the salinization
pattern.
Time scale
Fitness of the measure i.r.t. current water system
Effect on saline seepage flow (Chloride concentration
surface water)
There is no effect on the seepage flow
Effect on functioning in the boezem
The salinized polder water cannot have a
function in the boezem water system.
Equity of the measure
Costs
The costs of this measure will be relatively low
because on the water management side
no extra effort is needed for salinization
adaptation. On the water users side
effort is needed to adjust the landscape’s
function to the resulting circumstances.
However the landscape will still be productive,
resulting in costs that will be earned back.
Deelbaarheid (Polder A verhoogt waterpeil, polder B

ondervindt de consequenties)
Within the polder boundaries every landowner
has to cooperate. However this measure can
easily be applied to one polder within a polder
landscape without affecting others.
What polder characteristics are relevant when using
this measure successfully?
Essential
• Low amount of build environment
• Possibility to discharge brackish water
• Suffering high seepage flux
Optional
• Tolerant to salinization
Limiting
• High amount of build environment
• No possibility to discharge brackish water
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Appendix C | Deep polder inventory
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Description landscape units
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